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A car eases down a slick road iced over by the rece!_lt inclement weather. Despite ha~ardous 
conditions, no major accidents were reported locally. <Dave LaBianca photo) . 
Fewer As and Bs 
Study shows drop • m grades 
By Rachel Gagne 
Despite recent concerns over 
grade inflation, average grades 
at UNH have actually gone down 
in recent years, according to 
figures released by Registrar 
Stephanie Thomas. 
Thomas' figures reveal that, 
across the University, grades of 
B and above have decreased just 
over two percent in the last three 
vears. . , 
Though the number of Bs and 
above -have increased in two 
schools at UNH, Thomas said, 
they decreased in five other 
schools here--including a whop-
ping 22 perceqt drop at the 
Division of Continuing Edu-
cation. 
Thomas said the average graae 
at UNH is~ B, which coincides 
with national trends. 
''UNH's grades are beginning 
to level off now," Thomas said. 
"They are nol increasing 
anymore __ It may be that we_'re 




Thomas added that grades 
"have been increasing for so long 
that ~ven a levelling off across 
the nation is seen as a reversal of 
trends." 
Statistics show that, when 
comparing the percentage of 
grades of B and above between 
Semester II, 1975-76 and 
Semester I, 1977-78, a decline o~ 
two percent is seen in the College 
of Liberal Arts, two percent in 
Health Studies, two percent in 
Engineering arid Physical Sci-
ences, and one percent in Life 
plied Science, with three percent. 
Thomas saicf that UNH began '!. 
study of grade inflation when she 
first became director two and a 
half years ago. 
As for the grade fluctuation, 
Thomas said, "It's been fairly 
consistent in the past two years. 
All in all, it's a narrow range 
we're running in." 
, Thomas said that the average 
grade was a C until about -10 
years ago. "That's not unique 
with UNH though, that's true 
right across the nation,'' she said. 
The average grade changed, 
according to Thomas, during a 
period of national unrest, "when 
students were asking W,hy we 
(the universities) were stressing 
grades," Thomas said. 
At that time a number of 
colleges and universities com-
pletely abandoned the grading 
system. UNH, however, set up 
the pass-fail system instead. 
"When we first began the pass-
fail system, 3,000 students tool} 
part in ir. There was very little 
restriction on tM variety of 
courses covered' then, and the 
passing grade was a D- in the 
program. Now there are about 
700-800 students taking a class 
pass-fail," said Thomas. 
- Sciences and Agriculture. 
Thomas said, "A lot of univer-
sities are going through a more 
difficult time than we are now 
because they went to greater ex-
tremes--like abandoning the 
grading system." 
Livingston Taylor gavethis audience 
at the MUB a more relaxed show 
than might be expected from his 
business-like appearance. See page 
12 for the story. 
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The two schools showing a 
slight increase are the Whitte-
more School of Business and 
Economics, with two percent, 
and the Thompson School of Ap- GRADES, page 16 
SBP elections 
start today 
Student body president and executive vice president elections ....... 
are being held today and tomorrow at the following times and places: . 
Stillings Dining Hall, 11 a.m. to 12: 50 p.m. and 4: 15 to 6: 15 p.m. 
Philbrook Dining Hall, 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. and 4: 15 to 6:05 p.m. 
Huddleston Dining Hall, 11 :30 a.m. to 1: 15 p.m. and 4 to 7 p.m. 
McConnell Hall, 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. 
Kingsbury Hall, 9:40 a.m. to 3:40 p.m. 
Dimond Library, 9:50a.m. to3:50p.m. 
Memorial Union Building, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Student ID is requireo. 
Durham, N.H. 
UNH room rates 
may increase-$40 
By Lisa Gruce 
On-campus residents may be 
hit with a $40 room and board 
rate increase next semester, stu-
dent Vice President for Residen-
tial Life David Livermore told 
the Student Caucus Sunday. 
Livermore said the increase 
may be necessary to help the Of-
fice of Residential Life pay for an 
additional $200,000 heat, elec-
tricity and maintenence services 
next year. 
Director of ResidentiaL Life 
David Bianco said he could not 
confirm Livermore's figure of a 
$40 per student increase, calling 
it "tentative" and saying that of-
ficial figures are due this week. 
Livermore, however, said, 
4 
"that money has to come from 
somewhere." 
According to Livermore, 
Physical Plant Ooerations and 
Maintenance CPPO & MJ currently 
charges Residential Life $1.5 mil-
lion for heating, electricity and 
other necessary work. 
Livermore said.most of the re-
quested increase is in energy 
costs. He said the cost increase 
was most likely due to higher 
electricity rates, but he said he 
wasn't<:ertain. 
Livermore reported to the Stu-
dent Caucus Sunday night that he 
plans " to sit down with the Solar 
Energy Coalition to start energy 
programs, especially in electric-
heated dorms like Williamson 
and Christensen." ' 
Livermore said there are many 
places the money can come from 
for the possible inqeased 
charges, suc}J as from summer 
housing money or reserve funds. 
He said there are alternatives for 
getting the money instead of -. 
having to charge students in their 
room and board fees. 
· "The Residential Life Office 
has no control in this situation," 
said Livermore. "It's one depart-
ment charging another depa·r-
ment. '' · 
In other Caucus business, 
Livermore urged the Caucus to 
take interest in the propos.U that 
ROOM & BOARD, page 14 
Dave Livermore 
Ku Klux -Klan leader 
may speak at UNH 
By Paul Keegan chairman-of the Dining and 
The Imperial Wizard of the Ku Residence Advisory Committee 
Klux Klan has made a verbal (DRAC), said that Director of 
agreement with a group of UNH Residential Life David Bianco has 
students to speak in the MUB next agreed to sponsor part of the 
week, according to J. Gregg program from "discretionary 
Sanborn, director of student funds," contingent on the approval 
activities. of DRAC, which will meet tonight 
Sanborn said seven students in to vote on the issue. 
a communications dass tentatively "It's go.ing to be up to DRAC to 
reserved the Strafford Room for decide," said Livermore. "I do · 
Dec. 13 for a panel discussion have some problems with it 
on nuclear energy between William (the request). Does the University 
Wilkinson and two anti-nuclear · bring a speech like that to· the 
power groups. University, especially at budget 
The proposed symposium hinges time? Educationally,_ I think it 
on whether the group can come would be interesting.'' 
up with necessary funding, Sanborn Livermore said DRAC does not 
said. have an advance deadline for 
"I had a preliminary meeting programs it sponsors. -
this morning with the group," Moore said MUSO discussed 
Sanborn said yesterday. "They "the moral question of spon-
were in the process of soliciting soring this program ... but it was--
funding for the program. No not the ov-erriding con-
contractual arrangement has sideration." 
been made. They said the Imperial ,,. Rosmarie DiBiase, a member 
Wizard has indicated his willingness of the group, said the History 
to speak on the issue of nuclear Department may give some 
energy." - money for the project, but did not 
Peter Moore, -president of the know how much. -She said the 
Memorial Union Student Organi- Sociology Department supports 
i.ation CMUSO) said that the MUSO the idea of the forum but has no 
Board of Governors turned down money ,available, and that the 
the group's request for $800 because . group plans to approach the 
not enough notice was given. Political Science Department for 
"We need two months lead time funds. _ 
for any program for the publicity "I think we'll get it some-
and set-up," Moore said. "In these place," said Tom Doyle, another 
circumstances, just to set up the ~group member. He said total cost 
security for a program like this would be between $800 and $1000. 
would t_pke two weeks. They had "It's still up in the air," said 
no contract and just approached Stewart Curtis, another member 
us today <Monday)." 
However, David Livermore, KKK. pag-e 4 
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.---News Briefs---
VP committee Uncertain 
The Search Committee for an Academic Vice President is still 
uncertain if it will sel~ct a-fifth candidate to replace Allan Spitz, 
dean of the college of liberal arts and the only internal candidate 
who withdrew 'last week. ' 
The committee still hopes to choose a final candidate to 
recommend to President Mills by mid-December. 
Seaf_'"ch Committe Chair~an Herman Gadon said yesterday, the 
C?~m1ttee feels that the time pressures involved would make it 
difficult for a new candidate to respond and arrive on campus by 
the designated time. -
According to Gadon, the committee will meet again this week to 
make a final decision. 
Retirement age upped 
The University Board of Trustees voted unanimously to change 
the mandatory retirement age of all non-tenured faculty and · 
staff from 65 to 70 at a meeting at Plymouth State College 
Saturday. 
According to the policy revision, members of all University 
staff and non-tenured faculty members must retire at age 65 
pending findings of the board's Mandatory Retirement Impact 
Study Committee. 
Admm1strators must retire at age 70, or when their annual 
non-forfeitable pension reaches-$27,000. 
The new policy, which complies with the federal reti~ement 
age laws, will take effect Jan. 1, 197.9. · 
M~rray reads tonight 
Don Murray, English professor at UNH, will read from his 
third novel, "Ghosting," tonight at 8 p.m. in the Forum Room 
of Dimond Library. 
Murray ,.who teaches non-fiction writing at Ul'm, has published 
novels, non-fiction books for both adults and juveniles, articles 
in magazines and newspapers, short stories and poetry. 
From 1948 to 1954, Murray worked for the Boston Herald as a 
reporter, rewrite man and editorial writer. He won the Pulitzer 
Prize for his editorials in 1954. 
Murray was a contributing edit-0r of Time Magazine before 
free-lancing for major magazines for seven years. In 1963, 
Murray joined the UNH faculty. 
The reading is sP<>nsored by the UNH Writers Series, which will 
hold one more reading this month. Graduate students will be 
reading from their fiction and poetry on Dec. 12. 
Liquor license suspend~d 
"The Wildcat" pizza parlor had its liquor licehse suspended 
Thursday for serving alcohol after hours in violation of the 
New Hampshire Liquor Laws.-
According to George Mouflouze, a·ssistant chief of liquor enforce-
ment, the automatic procedure for license suspensions 
l,lsually lasts about one week. -
Jim Wolf, Wildcat manager, refused to comment. 
Mouflouze would not reveal any circumstances.involved in the 
incident, and exact date of suspension was not known. 
He ·also said that the Wildcat has had its license suspended 
at leas.t once before .i_n the last year for tpe same reason. 
The weather 
The weather outlook for today and tomorrow is for cloudy 
skies, with high temperatures reaching the mid 40s, according 
to the National Weather Service. 
There is a 20 percent chance of rain today, dropping to 10 
percent tonight. Low temperatures will be in the upper 20s 
today and tonight. -
T}\e extended forecast calls for fair skies Friday, with a 
chance of snow Saturday. 
' 
Freshman SAT , scores on the rise 
By Beth Albert 
Although Scholastic Aptitude 
Test math scores have dropped 
an average of 18 points in the past 
five years nationally, UNH 
freshman scores have risen 12 
points during the same time, 
Eugene Savage, dean of ad-
missions, said yesterday . 
sity changed its admiss10ns 
policy, incoming in-state students 
are presenting stronger secon-
dary programs, ·~ savage said. 
"In-state students are taking 
three to four years of math and 
foreign language when only two 
years are nece~sary to be eligible 
for admission," Savage said. 
''The stronger secondary 
schoo~ program has affected the 
student's,.. SAT scores, " he said . . 
" We don't have a criteria that 
sets a cut-off of acceptable SAT 
scores , howev~r. " 
The admissions office pays 
particular attention to secondary 
school course selections when 
considering a candidate for ad-
mission, Savage said. 
" In-state students with a 
SAT SCORES, pa@e 7 
National math scores dropped 
an average of 480 to 468 while 
UNH scores rose from .536 to 548. 
Verbal scores dropped nationally 
15 P.oints, from 444 to 429, but 
UNH scores ,dropped only three 
points, from 488 to 485 . 
In state math scores ·rose nine 
points and in-state verbal scores 
dropped by four points in the p;ist 
five years. 
Caucus investigates 
·Financial Aid ·' Office 
Savage attributed the results to 
a change in UNH's admission 
policy. Until 1975, all in-state 
students in the top 40 percent of 
their high school classes were 
automatically admitted. 





By Pam Dey 
The New England Center 
<NEC) receives $50,000 of its $1.8 
million budget· from UNH students 
but offers students no direct pro-
grams. 
"The New England Center's 
primary mission is not to support -
student programs. It supports 
faculty, University, and regional 
adivities," according to Center 
Director Anthony Codding. 
Last month Allan Prince, 
vice firesi<lenf for Budget and 
Admimstration, said the $50,000 
students pay for the NEC is "all 
part of the money students pay to 
get everything from heat and 
light, to library books, to the frog 
they cut up in biolog.y class. " 
There were 1,141 programs at 
the NEC last year, according to 
Codding, some of which were _ 
open to University students. Cod-
ding was unable to rgive an exact 
number but estimated "several 
hundred would attend over the 
- course' of a given year:" 
Codding said students benefit in 
that the NEC benefits the Univer1 
sity as a whole. He said the 
~EC 's major asset to the Univer-
sity is in providing an attraction 
for scholars and practitioners to 
UNH. 
Faculty as individuals can 
carr y out 3cminar:5, confcrcn c c.:os 
and workshops at the NEC, ac-
cording to Codding. 
"We can run a high level con-
ference at a place like the New 
England Center. It creates an at-
mosphere of class in which to 
operate. Lots of colleges and uni-
versities would give their eye-
teeth for a facility like this," he 
said. · 
He sees the New England Cen- -
ter as a bond between UNH and 
the other five land grant univer-
sities in New England. "It en-
hances relations and gives a broad-
er view." 
The New England Center was 
founded in 1969 as a non-profit , 
cooperative project of the six New 
NE CENTER. page 9 
By Lisa Groce 
A Student Caucus committee is 
investigating several student 
complaints against the Univer-
sity Financial ATd Office. 
P.J. Waldman, student Vice 
President for Budget and Ad-
ministration, said the Financial 
Aid Committee is investigating 
complaints about alleged lack of 
responsiveness to students on the 
part of the Financial Aid Office. 
"We might want to demand 
that they get a new director,'' 
said Waldman, a committee 
member. 
Waldman suggested that part 
of the problem might be poor 
management in the Financial Aid 
Office. 
She said, however, the office 
~t::iff is doing the best it can under 
the · circumstances--four staff 
members left la~t month and only 
two of the positions have been 
filled. "They are understaffed and 
overworked," said Waldman, 
"and they can't fill the positions 
because they can't offer a high 
enough salary.'' , ., 
Financial Aid Director Richard 
Crai said he's not really concer-
.ned that ' Waldman is in-
vestigating student complaints 
against his office. Craig said, 
"It's not news that people don't 
like the process they have to go 
through. To me that's not an ob-
vious fact, that there are going to 
be a lot of unhappy people." 
However, Craig said, "If 
someone is talking to me about 
being treated unfairly, that's 
sometl)ing I always have been 
and always will be interested 
in." 
Waldman emphasized that 
student unhappiness with the 
results of the financial aid 
process is not the point of the 
committee's investigation. She 
said the issue is services and at-
titude in the University Financial 
Aid Office. 
But Craig said, "When 
someone says they're dissatisfied 
with services, in spite of what 
they say, what they're looking for 
is what _ they came in for, and if 
they don't get it they're unhap-
py." • 
FINANCIAL AID, page 15 
A silhouetted woman under an ice-en.crusted tree on the steps . 
near. Huddleston Hall creat~s an eerie wi.nter scene. <Dave 
J .:.l Bianca photo) _ 
Gallen transitiori 
in review Stages. 
By David Grtitter 
Gov.-elect Hugh Gallen is still 
in the reviewing and discussi_ng 
stages of his transition into the 
governor's office in Concord, ac-
cording to Gallen's press 
secretary, Matt Vita. 
Gallen has appointed a five-
member "transition team" 
which is gathering information 
for the new governor. The team is 
researching Information for 
Gallen 's staff appointments, and 
examining the state budget. 
Gallen met with outgoing Gov. 
Meldrim Thomson and with of-
ficials of the Public Service Com-
pany last week. 
Vita said that Gallen 's informal 
meeting with Thomson was 
designed simply to "insure an or-
derly transition,'' and said that 
Thomson and his staff were "co-
operating." 
In meeting with the PSC, 
Gallen took a step toward 
fulfilling his campaign promise 
of doing away with Construction 
Work In P_rogress ( CWIP) 
GALLEN & HUMPHREY. page 8 
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By Kate McClare 
After two years of heloing to 
keep UNH's student organiuitions 
going, Sandy Twitchell is saying 
,goodbye. - . 
"UNH is a ni'ce place to work," 
she said yesterday in one of the 
few quiet corners of the Student 
Activities office. "The people are 
nice and the conditions are nice." 
On Friday Twitchell will leave 
her job as secretary to Jeff 
Onore, !lssist!lnt dirJ;>ctor of 
Student Activities, and to Coor-
dinator of Student Activities Gail 
Olyha. 
She'll be working as secretary 
to the vice president 9f a 
Newmarket firm, a job she said 
offers her "more chance to ad-
vance" than she's had here as an 
operating staff worker. -
Twitchell's job in Stm~ent Ac-
tivities includes making appoint-
ments for Onore and Olyha, 
taking their correspondence, and 
juggling secretarial ~or_k for 
UNH's 85 student orgamzations. 
"She has more student contact 
than anyoQe at this University," 
said Onore, who, like Olyha, 
praised Twitchell's work. 
' 'Sandy came up with some 
new topics for the mini-course 
program," Qlyha said .. "W~en 
I'm working on somethmg hke 
the mini-courses I often ask her 
what she thinks." 
" It's important for anyone 
working with students, whether 
on the administrative level or the 
clerical level like myself, to 
establish rapport with students, " 
the petite, dark-haired Twitchell 
said. 
"I thin~ I know by first name or 
can recognize on sight about 5,000 
students," she said. 
"She elicits the funny side of 
me '' Student Body 1President 
Ra~dy Schroeder said bf Twit-
chell. "I always go to Sandy when 
I'm having a hard time. She 
knows everything.'' 
He said Twitchell was a utility 
player for Studacts, the Student 
Activities summer softball 
league. 
"She's indispensable as far as 
I'm concerned ," said David 
Durocher, a member of the 
Student Organizations Commit-
tee for which Twitchell serves as 
secretary. 
"She's full of information, " he 
said. "she's kind of like an ad-
visor, kind of like a friend." 
The office is usually busy, 
Twitchell said, with students in 
and out needing appointments 
made or other work done. 
" It runs in spurts, " she said, 
smoking Merit cigarettes. "It 
Secretary Sandy Twitchell keeps the student activities office 
numing smoothly. After two years here, she's off to new endeavors. 
<Robert Bauer photo) 
slows down around finals time 
and picks up at the first of the 
_ semester and during Winter Car-
nival and Homecoming.'' 
She called the office at-
mosphere less formal than it 
might be in other administrative 
offices, and said MUB Director J. 
Gregg Sanborn "encourages our 
participation and always has the 
door open to us." 
employers, but Twitchell said she 
has been "very lucky in that I've 
never run across that anywhere I 
worked." 
Twitchell attended Newbury 
junior·college, a Boston °business 
school, and worked for five years 
as a secretary at Plymouth State 
College before coming here. 
The Gorham native, now living 
in D'over, said she thinks 
Plymouth is more culturally Secretaries outside of the 
University System have com-
plained of mistreatment from TWITCHELL, page 8 
Candidates wrap up 
SBP campaign efforts 
By Mary Foley 
Since the initial- student body 
presidential election three weeks 
ago, candidates Jim Donnelly and 
Doug Cox have spent a total of 
$300 on campaign expenditures . 
Donnelly and Cox face each 
other today and tomorrow in a 
run-off election, which was needed. 
when no candidate received a 
majority of the vote in the first 
election. 
Randy Walker and his running 
mate Patty Hansen were elimi-
nated in the first election. 
In overall expenditures, Don~ 
nelly has spent $350 which was 
used for 4000 flyers , paint, and 
tape. He said that he couldn't af-
ford another advertisement in The 
Ne w Hampshire . 
Cox has spent $325 since the be-
ginning of his campaign, distri-
buting 4500 flyers and 90 posters. 
since the last election, Cox has 
spread 2500 flyers and 45 posters 
around campus. 
"Part of my strategy has been 
picking up as many Walker votes 
as possible," Cox said. " I'm at-
tending places not prcked be(_ore 
in the amount of time I had. " Cox 
said this incluped a door-to-door 
campaign. 
Walker recently endorsed Cox. 
Donnelly has spent much of his 
time in a door-to-door campaign. 
"It's hard to visit ap<:irtment com-
plexes, so I've concentrated my 
time on residence halls, " Donnel-
ly said. "Those are the students 
that vote the most." 
Donnelly stressed that he k'nows 
the problems of living off-campus 
because he is a commuter stu-
dent. "I know what it's like miss-
•ing the Kari-Van and having to 
hitch a ride into campus. Not be-
ing able to talk to commuters 
doesn't mean that I won;t help 
SBP, poge 7 
Steam rises from a luminous greenhouse on Route 155 in Madbury. 
Trustees slam 
Spitz opponents 
· - · - The issue was raised Saturday 
By Gary Langer by holdover Trustee D. Alan 
University System trustees Sat- Rock, who criticized what he 
urday sharpiy criticized UNH · called "unproven allegations and 
professors who have publicly cri- d 
ticized Acting Vice President for innuen o made by certain faculty 
A d · ff 11 members in public forums against ca emic A airs A an Spitz. Dean Spitz," according to Univer-
The Board discussed the possi- · 
bility of discliplinary actions s1ty System Secretary .Arthur 
against the faculty members but -G~r~~tee S-tacey Cole later asked 
no action was taken during the UNH President Eugene Mills 
the meeting at Plymouth State wh~t rli~l"inlin~rv ::l<'t.ion ae-aim:t 
College. the professors is available, Cirant 
Spitz, who is also' dean of the said. 
College of Liberal Arts, last week 
'"'ithdrc·w hi,:, candidacy- fui Utt 
full-time vice presidency, citing 
:"the combination of fatigue and · 
discouragement: .. directly · related 
- to the intensity of the attacks 
against me ... " 
Political Science Associate 
Professor David Moore in Oc-
tober charged Spitz with "abuse 
of power" and "intimidating ac-
tions" during a presentation to 
the Faculty Caucus · concerning 
the Vice Presidential Search 
Committee procedures. 
Mills resoonded by outlining 
UNH's grievance procedure, 
saying that Spitz- or any of his 
supporters are able to file a 
gnevance against Spitz's detrac-
tors if U~ey wish to do so, accor-
dine- to Grant. 
Grant said Mills told the Board 
"the greivance procedure should 
have been used by those faculty 
member, and by the same token, 
the same greivance process can 
be used to press a charge of un-
fairness." 
Spitz said yesterday "it has not 
crossed my mind that I would file 
, a grievance againsf them. I have 
no intention to file any grievance 
against anybody." · · 
In- another issue, Associate 
Professor Joh.n Kayser (political 
science) and Assistant Professor 
Richard Desrosiers (classics) 
charged that Spitz removed them 
from the Pre-Law Committee for 
political or personal reasons. TRUSTEES, page 5 
"Don't try to be a racehorse if you are a ,turtle," stress 
specialist Hans Selye tells an audience of 775 in the MUB 
la~t night. <Rick Klemmer photo) 
Stress expert Selye 
reveals his -recipe 
By Arthur Illman order to deal with stress. "Do you 
. Dr . Hans Selye, world own thing, not what people tell 
renowned medical pioneer in you to do. -Don1t try to ~be a 
stress research for halt a cen- racehorse when you are a turtle. " 
tury, prescribed a "recipe for Selye distinguished between 
how to deal with the stress of life" two types of stress--"distress" 
to over 775 people last night in the and "eustress" . Distress is un-
Granite State Room of the MUB. pleasant, and eustress is 
The three point prescription pleasant. "The stress... effect is 
begins with finding your own always the same, " said Dr. 
stress level. "Find your Selye. 
destination, you have to find a Each . causative agent is 
purpose in life,'' said the 71-year- sp~cific--marital disagreement, 
old Selye. "Know where you want combat fatigue, frustration by 
to run, somewhere between 100 boss or skin burns. Likewise, 
percent racehorse and 100 per- each result is specific, peptic 
cent turtle," he said. · stress ulcers of the stomach, 
"Second " Selye said "is to be psychiatric disease, high blood 
an altruistic egoist. Aitruism is pressure, or a heart attack. The 
an inherent characteristic of life. intermediate cause is non-
All animals look out for them- specific. -
selves. The solution is egoistic "You can't put a gram of stress 
satisfaction through a purposeful on the table," Dr. Selye said. 
life, satisfaction by proJ?oting Selye outlined- three specific 
love," he said. stages,, resulting_ from stres.5. First 
The third phase of the prescrip- · an ''alarm reaction" is when a 
tion Selye borrowed from the person is highly sens1t1ve, con-
Bible, "The Golden Rule"--"Do fused, and likely to make errors 
unto others as you would have in judgement The _s~cond stage is 
them do unto you." order to deal with stress. "Do your 
"You have to develop an inter-
nal homeostasis," Selye said, in SEL YE, page 4 · 
- --
d t 11. th . f. . decision. with the topic and the forum for an -ge a e m ormation Assistant Professor of Theater discussion. 
generated. They were stron~ in & c·'ommunications Kenneth Selye 
"It started out .with 'Seabrook their feelings.'' Swe_et, who teaches the 500-level 
t 'th s b d After Thomson'--and they tried to "We me wi an orn an "Group Process'' course, said the 




continued from page 1 
<Assistant irec or o u en assignment was given "to take on k - ·A d th take-a low profile, so they said, spea . ctivities Jeff) Onore an ey some public issue and work on it S • · t b t h t t 'Why don't we try to get in touch 
·of the group. "But if we can get ~~~ }~~d~~!~~a~ ~o~~~ "~uteI from-theti_nitiailt~ime to~~~ ac~~a! with a representative Qf the Ku 
funds, I think it will be safe to say think we can do it, even if we presenta ion. s some mg a Klux Klan, get someone in here 
it w1· ll go .nn." - gets them involved· outside of the who is a little controversial?, So SE LYE 
I" have to charge admission.' classroom." ' 
"I have some serious questions Sanborn said that "because of Sweet said the plan to invite they called Lousiana and got the contlnued from page 3 
about whether or not it could be the controversial nature" of the Wilkinson to speak was a "good ImperiatWizard himself.,, "resistance". The third is Cl stage 
approved," said Sanborn. "It has proposal and because it inv<;>lves idea . Some people can take the Wilkinson led an anti-nuclear of "exhaustion." 
to be organized--they will have to an off-campus speaker, he will go other extreme and say we CFln't power rally at the Seabrook Nuclear Again, there is a non-specific 
pay for security and have a co~- through the MUB Board of get this guy preaching this Power Plant on Oct. 14 as part of agent, called an "adaptation 
t~act.: B~t they (~el they _can <fo tt. ---Governors- before- making a. - ·-propoganda. The · other extreme ··-· a-:-reeruiting"drive··in ,t-he·Seaceast · - -energy/·'-·. 'This"· errergy·" is · under-
********************************* is to let ·students find out f<?r are~. . . . . . constant demand. Selye said that * · · • · · * themselves what the man _is Wilk.mson! whose offlcialt~t~e is when stressful moinents continue * .JOtfl The * saying. I say they should hav~ the Impe.nal fWihzard <;>fhthe Ifnvhisible froeracwhe. ethkes satnadgems o0nfthesx,Y9uusti~oann, * • * opportunity to interpret thmgs Empire o t e Kmg ts o t e Ku nat * ~ho~--t-BJZ * for themselves." . Klux I_<lan, was quoted ~n <?ct..13 ~r. stress induced illness. * @. •W * Sweet said the assignment left as saymg, ';New Hampshire is npe illnesses. * G~ t * it up t~_the students to come up for a Klan membership drive." "S~ress cannot be. ~es~~oye~, * 1ea s * ......_ ___ , ____ ----·-;-.-----1 but it can be ~oditied, said * * : · . I Selye. Stress situations affect 
* Tltis ~·ummer * YO UNG 'S everybody different~y, he said. * " (9 * t We are under the influence of * ** heredity, environment, even * In the Disney College Workshop - pollution. 
* * ANT I At present most of Dr. Selye's 
·~ . * SINGERS * ~ R ES' TA UR I research is concerned with for-
* *INSTRUMENTALISTS* 
* mulating a code of behavior * · * I I based on natural laws governing * You could find yourself performing * I I the body's stress resistance in * on the most famous stage of all . . . * I dealing with personal, interper-
~ ~ l This weeks Breakfast Special: so~~~ aanp~~~~~~g~o~:e~;,- Selye * . n1·sn6 11}ond I Waltll:l\isney World * ·. opens a series of lectures on * "-M .. ® ~ ® * health subjects sponsored by the * College Freshmen, Sophomores and Juniors are eligible to audition for this 12 week * UNH School of Health Studies in * summer workshop in entertainment. Scholarships. housing grants and stipends will * conjunction with the school's 10th * beawardedthoseselected. Minimumage, 18. * Plain omlette Anniversary Fund. * . Singers: Prepare vocal piece of your choice. Disney choreographers will provide ** Dr. Selye spent 32 years as * 1.1ance routine-singers must dance. I 
Instrumentalists: Prepare 3-5 minute performance selection. ALL APPLICANTS * Toast director of the University of Mon-
~ BRING MUSIC, INSTRUMENTS (including doubles), PHOTOS AND RESUMES. * Tea 0 r Coffee 1, treal's Institute of Experimental * FOR ALL INFORMATION REGARDING AUDITIONS CONTACT: * ./ Medicine and Surgery. Inscribed * DISNEYLAND ' WALT DISNEY WORLD * on a wall of that institute is a * 1313HarborBlvd. P.O. Box40 * $l.OY quote by_Selye that neatly ex-
Anaheim, CA 92803 Lake Buena Vista, FL 32830 h · h · 1 h t * (714) 533-4456 ext. 701 (305) 824-4206 ext. 4206 * presses is P i osop Y on s ress. * DO NOf CAl.L AUDITION LOCATION * Selye used this quote to close his * * Breakfast Spec1·als Run From lecture. The English translation * Live auditions ~ill be held at the followingJocations: * of the French verse reads: * . 1 .~n . 15, 10 A.H . - f, P . H. * "Fightfor your highest - * p.r•';T•1N i;Ni\'FHSITY * 6 ·. 00-11•.30 AM Da1·ly Attainable aim * B)J C:n1 1 10 1• 11\.;r~lth /\':~. * "' 
p., .. , ,,, 11 1-1 .~""· on 1 ~> ·* . • Butdonotputup 
~*********~********************** ---~----- --------~ Resistance in Vain.'' 
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· 'TloJ$ doeuvres --Cash bar 
IJ'<"il I\, . I.I l . I,' \ 'l',li'' <' I , 1l .l l' 1. 1vqu11 n l ' 
Tickets= S 2.00 Student 
S3.00 Non-Studrnt 
On S,1IC' : ,\\UH I it k<'t Otfit (' & Am1 I ·)l_,~b 
Spon-.orcd by: Studrnt Adi\·itie-.. 
Rcsidrnti<ll Lite. & Studrnt C1un1-. 
::: SUNDAY: 11 a.m.-H p.m. ~=~ 
~:;:;:;:;:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:~=·=~=·=~=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=~-=~=~:~:~:~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~:~:~=~=~=:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·~:·:·:·:·=·=·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·f;~ · ..................................... ~~ 
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Trustees criticize Spitz opponents 
TRUSTEES, 
ccnttnued from page 3 
Moore said he has "no 
knowledge whatsoever of anyone 
taking a grievance against me, 
and it would not be justified. I 
spoke before a Faculty Caucus 
that was empowered to shut me 
up--any one I>erson _could have 
called a point of order.'' 
Though the Trustees did not 
name any faculty members, 
Grant said they ref erred to the 
Po11ucal Science Department as 
the source of the anti-Spitz com-
ments. , 
There are now three grievan-
ces against Spitz before the 
Professional Standards Commit-
tee, all of which have been filed 
by members of the Political 
Science Department those who oppose him." 
History Professor - Hans Desrosiers has not fil~ a 
Heilbronner, a Spitz supporter grieva.nce against Spit£. 
who circulated a petition Grant said Rock was "ex-
-criticizing making grievances tremely critical of those faculty 
public, would not say if he plans ~embers who didn't use the 
to file a grievance against any grievance procedure." Trustee 
faculty m,embers .who have Paul Holloway, Grant said "felt 
spoken out against Spitz. "I the conduct of those f~culty 
would refrain from an answer,'' members had been very un-
he said and declined to comment · professional." 
further . ~ , Mills told the board he has 
Desrosiers, who claimed Spitz "shared the concern that Senator 
removed him from the Pre-Law Rock has expressed." 
Committee because he refused to Mills said he is "not in a 
~upport Spitz's candidacy, said it P<?Sition to make a judgement, 
is unclear whom the trustees with respect to allegations as 
were referrine: to. Still. he said. they may hP rPflPctod in tho for 
''I would stand behind the public mal grievance procedure curren-~ 
statements I made. " tly underway ... " because the 
Desrosiers' comments included final decision on the grievances is 
his comment that Spitz would his. -
"use the powers of the vice Grant said the trustees spent 
presidency, as he has the dean- about 10 minutes discussing the 
ship, in order to advance his own issue · during the thi:ee-hour 
position and avenge himself on meeting. 
What~ver lool< i~ v.our look ... 
THE TRADITIONAL LOOK 
cainp~s calendar 
TUESDAY, December 5 
· 1978 GERMAN WEEK: December. 5-9~ Marston Hous~. 
. Lectures, dis.cussions, slide shows, and German movies. 
For more information, see AMLL -bulletin l;>oard, first 
floor ·Murkland, . or call Tim or : Jeff, Marston house, 
2-1163. 
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "The New Testament," 
Rev. Joseph E. Desmond, Catholic Chaplaiil. James .Hall, 
Room 303, fropl 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m. · 
ORGANICSEMINAR: "Electron Pushing," P. Connolly, 
UNH. Room L-103, Iddles Auditorium, ParsoRS Hall, 
i- 11 a.m.-12 noon. 
SLIDE TALK: "T .~arning Stations and Inner City 
Education," by Kim Marshall, Education Coordinator,· 
Martin Luther King Middle School, Boston, MA. - Two 
presentations: Forum Room, Library, from 2:30-4 p.m., 
and James Hall, Room 208, from 7-9:30 p.m. Sponsored 
by the Department of Education and the Graduate School. 
SVTO PRESENTATION: Star Wars satire "May the Farce 
be With You," and "The National Lampoon Show." 
Commuter Lounge~ . Memorial Union, 7-9 p.m . . Shown 
again on Thursday, December 7; location and time as 
above. 
SQUASH CLINIC AND"CXHIBITION: Presente-d by Kirk 
Randall, Dartmouth coach. Field House courts, 7:30-9:30 
p.m. Donation 75 cents. Sponsored by the UNH ::>quash 
Club and the Recreation Department. 
SOCIETY FOR WHOLISTIC LIVING PRESENTS: 
"Handling the Stress of Life." Last program of tb_e 
semester. Hamilton-Smith Hall, Room 140, at 7:30 p.m. 
UNH WRITERS SERIES: Donald Murray, UNH English 
professor and Pulitzer Prize winner, will read from a 
novel-in-progress. Forum Room, Library, 8 p .m. 
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "Pippin," the musical with book 
by Roger 0. Hirson, music and lyrics by Steven Schwartz. 
Johnson Theater, 8 p.m. UNH students/senior citizens/ 
miTitary $2; general admission $3. -
WEDNESDAY, December· 6 
SKI AND BOOT SALE: New and used equipment. 
Bring equipment to be sold to Room 135; Memorial 
.. Union, or to the sale on first day, Senate-Merrimack 
R9om, Memorial Union, 10 a.m.-4 -p .m. Sponsored by 
NHOC. Continues through Friday, December 8. 
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "Pippin." Johnson Theater, two 
shows: Matinee at 2 p.m.; evening performance at 8 p.m. 
UNH students/ senior ci~izens/ military $2; general ad-
mission $3. 
THE NATURAL LOOK THE PERM LOOK 
Vou'll lool< better with a 
Great "X" preci~ion haircut 1-
Whatever look is you - you'll look better with a 
Great "X" Precision haircut. Great X's method 
of precision cutting means we cut -and shape 
your hair from the "inside out" so ft looks 
better longer. Great X also specializes in perms, 
coloring, frosting and conditioning all at reason-
able prices. Come into Great "X" today and 
~,~· ~much better you'll look tomorrow. 
rR1~1 I ® 
PRECISION HAIRCUTTERS 
Seven doys a week at 
the-Newington Mall a-nd 
The Mall of New Hampshire 
MEN'S SWIMMING: Maine, Swasey Pool, Field House, 
3p.m. , ... 
MEN'S WRESTLING: Bowdoin, Lundholm Gymnasium, -
1
_ 
Field House, 7 p.m. 
MOVIE: "Dead End," starring Humphrey Bogart. Alex-
ander Hall, 8 p.m. ·sponsored by the Area II Pro-
gramming Board. 
/ 
MUSIC DEPARTMENT FACULTY RECITAL: Audrey _ 
Adams Havsky, contralto; Ruth Edwards, piano. Bratton . 
Recital Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center, a p.m. 
MUB PUB: Rick Bean, disco-, &p.m. 
THURSDAY, December 7 
CHRfSTMAS CRAFTS FAIR: Forty-five craft~men will 
exhibit macra.me, pottery, silver and gold jewelry, stained 
glass, pewter, weaving, backpacks and canvas bags, apple 
dolls, and herb giftS. Granite State Room, Memorial 
Union, 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Sponsored by Student Activities. · 
Continues on Friday, December8. ~ 
EARTH SCIENCES COLLOQUIUM: "Volcanic Strati-
graphy and Strata Round Sulfide Deposits 'in the the East 
Penobscot Bay Area, Maine," Dr. Bruce Bouley, Phelps-
Dodge Corporation, Mining Company. James Hall, Room 
303,Jrom 4-5 p.m. , 
GRANDE ILLUSIONS: "Murder on the OI'ient Express," 
~ starring Albert- Finney, Jacqueline Bisset, Sean -Connery, 
Michael York, Vanessa Redgrave, and Ingrid Bergman: 
St-rafford Room, Memorial Union, 7 and 10 p.m. Ad-
mission 7.a cents or MUSO Film Pass. 
MEN'S. BASKETBALL: Springfield, Lundholm Gymna-
sium; Field House, 8 p.m. Season tickets or $2 general 
admission. / 
UNIVERSITY THEATER: _ "Pippin." Johnson Theater, 
8 p.m. UNH students/ set;li?r <j):izens/military $3; gener?l 
admission $4. 
. . - ~ 
.• ., The New .Hampshire 1s pul>hshed and distributed semi-w~kly thr.oughoilt ~ · ' 
the academic. year. Pub. no .. 379280. Our offices are located in the Memorial . · 
Union Building, Durham, ~.H. 03824. Editorial office.Room 151; business of-
fice Room 100. Business .• s~Tuesday and Thursday, 1-3 p:m., Wednesday 
and Friday, 9-2. Academic year Subscription $9.00. Second class postage 
paid at Durham, N.H., 03824. POSTMASTER: .send address changes to The 
: New Hampshire, Room 151, Memorial Union Building, Durham, N.H. 03824 .. 
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Great Bay Moto~ Co., Inc. 
659-3215 RTE. 108 659-3215 
Newmarket, N.H. 
SERVICE 
HOME TOWN MOTORS 
Full Price 
NEW Hn8-
LUV P.U. 44f>O.:JO 
NEW rn78-
Sale Price 
CHEVETTE W/AIR4887.15 $4:J!)5 
NEW 1978----






CllEV. :1/4 TON P .U. $2fHl5 
We Service What We Sell 
YOUR Authorized Chevrolet 
Dealer in the DURHAM AREA 
. :· ............ ··r·itE. WAY. 6 F ............. ·:  
. . 
EVERYDAY LIFE 
Come to a talk by 
UK BEI~NAl~I> TETSl l<~EN <~LASSi\IAN~ 
SENSEi 
. a~sistant director of the Zen Center of Los Angeles and 
executive vice-president of the Institute for Transcultural Studies 
Tetsugen Glassman Sensei is the first Dtrarma successor of Zen Master 
Hakuyu Taizan Maezumi, Roshi, who is director and president of the 
Zen Center of Los Angeles and the Institute for Transcultural Studies. 
A monk since 1970, Tetsugen Sensei also has a Ph.D. in mathematics from 
UCLA, and is co-author with Maezumi Roshi of the new book The Hazy 
Moon of Enlightenment.S d D h · un ay ec. lOt 
7:30P.M. 
Rm. 218--HEX ROOM 
McConnell Hall <WSBE) 
If you would like a priv~te interview with 
Sensei please call April Weeks Korn, 431-7586 
presented under the auspices of 
Zen Center of Los Angeles, 905 S. Normandie Ave., 
Los Angeles, CA 90006 <213J 387-2351 
Institute for Tran~cultural Studies, 905 S. Normandie Ave., 





48 Third Street 
Dover, N.H. 
CARRY HOME PIPIN,G HOT 





Monday 4:30 p ._m. to 9:00 p .m. 
Tuesday thru Thursday 11 :30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m . 
.F_riday and Saturday 11 :30.a.m. to 1 :30 a .m. 
Svndov: 1:30 .p.m. to_8:30 p .m. 
• notices 
GENERAL 
CAFE FRANCA IS/FRENCH CAFE: Come celebrate 
la fele du Sa int-Nicolas at this week 's Cafe l<,rancais , 
Wednesday, Dec.ember 6, Murkland 102, from 3: 30-4:30 
p.m. Join us again next week for our Christmas 
party . 
DONATION PLEDGES for the annual Alpha Gamma 
Rho fraternity torch run from the White Mountains 
to the UNH campus will be accepted by the frater-
nity this week. The mon~y raised during the 
torch run, part of the UNH winter carnival festivi -
ties. will be donated to the Dennis Williams Memor-
ial fund of the Leukemia Society of America . 
Pledges will be accepted at the Memorial Union 
from 9 a.m .-3 p.m., Tuesday, December 5; Thurs-
day , December 7; Monday, December 11 ; and Wednes-
day , · December 13. Pledges will also be accepted at 
dining halls on Wednesday, December 6, and Tues-
day. December 12. 
UNIVERSITY THEATER AUDITIONS : For "6th 
Annual Undergraduate Prize Plays" (January 16-20l, 
and "Major Barbara" !February 26-March 3). Audi -
tions will be held Thursday and Friday, December 
14 and 15, Johnson Theater. PCAC. 7: :m p.m . Actors 
are encouraged to bring a snapshot. Some advance 
reading scripts will be available beginning December 7, 
Room M-211. PCAC. Technical crews heeded for 
both productions; sign-up at same times. Open to all 
UNH students. 
A LOST AND FOUND SALE will be held at the 
Information Center, Memorial Union, on Wednesday, 
December 6, beginning al 8 a.m. Items include: 
sweatshirts: men's and women:s jackets and sweaters: 
rain gear ; scarves: vests: gloves and hats; 25 pairs 
of glasses : assorted keys and jewelry: notebooks, 
paperbacks, and textbooks: and items such as an 
umbrella, a bedspread, a tennis racquet press, san-
dals. leotards, and children's accessories. Prices are 
negotiable. 
RELIGION _ 
CHRISTIANITY IN THE CRUCIBLf<~: Weekly forum 
presenting Christian viewpoints. This week's focus: . 
"Do You Have Real 1',riends? Are You One?" Wed-
nesday, December 6, Room 320, Memorial Union, 
!J p.m. Sponsored by The Navigators. 
CAREER 
CAREER EXPLORATION MODULE : Series 3, Module 
E: The Job Hunt. This module will assist you in 
identify ing job hunt strategies . Wednesdav , December 
6, Belknap Room , Memorial Union, 2:30-4 p.m-:-
CAREER EXPLORATION MODULE : Series 4, Module 
E: The Job Hunt. Thursday , December 7, Belk-
nap Room, Memorial Union, 2-3: 30 p.m. 
CAREER PLANNING DROP-IN: Discussion and idea 
sharing about career concerns , postgraduate plans, and 
just what lurks out in " the real world.'" Career Plann-
ing and Placement, 203 Huddleston ijall. Thursday, 
Dece~ber 7, at 6:30 p.m. 
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS 
JUGGLlNG CLUB PRACTICE : Wednesday, December · 
6, Carroll-Belknap Room, Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m. 
Come and learn . 
COMMUNICATION DISORDERS STUDENT ORGAN-
IZATIONS : Speaker: Dr. Wulfusteg, E.N .T. Special-
ist. Wednesday , December 6, Paul Creative Arts 
Center, Rooms A 218-219, at 7:30 p.m. · 
UNH ANIMAL INDUSTRY CLUB: Meeting, Wednes-
day, December 6, Room 202, Kendall Hall , at 7:30 
p.m. Discussing plans for the-Liltle Royal and select-
ing movies for next semester 's club meetings. Every-
one welcome. 
SERENDIPITY : Meeting, Wednesday, December 6, 
Room M316, Paul .Creative Arts Center, 5 p.m. 
Serendipity, a journal of contemporary communica-
tions, is now working on this year'.s issue. If you 
would like to help or submit your work, please attend 
this important meeting . 
SOCIETY ADVOCATING NATURAL ENERGY : Regu-
lar meeting, Wednesday, December 6, Commuter · 
Lounge, Memorial Union, 7 p.m. We will be dis-
cussing ideas for activities including solar project dis-
play, lectures, and other presentations. Open to any-
one interested in alternative energy and nuclear power. 
The ··notices" seclmn appears in each issue of The New 
Hampshire. Please submit information to the Admini-
stration Office, Room 322. Memorial Union. Because 
of an increase in the volume of notices, each item 
will b<.• printed only once. 
You're Invited--to the 
lJNH BOOKSTORE-OPEN HOUSE 
on Wednesday, Thursday, Friday 
Dec. 6th, Dec. 7th, Dec. 8th 
Come see the enlarged and reappointed store 
Browse in ou1~ httractive, solar-heated patio 
filled with. a range of newly selected 
books for your consideration. Except for 
texts, all books are featu1,.ed at DISCOUNTED PRICES 
to celebrate the open house event. 
LIGHT REFRESHMENTS 
UNH BOOKSTORE HEWITT HALL 
862-2141 . ~I~ 












continued from page 3 
them.'' 
Cox has pu8hed a. M UB-centered 
campaign to gl'I the commuter 
rn1f' ... , inkud t(I t;tlk to thosP in 
the Goops apnrtm<.>nt complex 
:md in Young Drive. I'm depend-
ing on friends telling friends.' ' 
Cox has also gone to fraternities _ 
and sororities, house councils, 
president coundls, and· as many 
dorms as possible. 









-i·1 \lain Sr n.' l'I h:l. ff6~2b.!;O 
SAT scores CHEESE, 
SAT SCORES, J 
continued from page 2 
stronger secondary school 
academic -program are better 
prepard for academics at UNH, " 
Savage said. 
IT'S GOOD TO SEE .YA ·' ... 
Criteria for admitting out-of-
\VHITEHOUSE 
OPTICIANS, INC. 




8:30-5; Closed Wed. 
Rx PRESCRIPTIONS 
FILLED OR DUPLICATED • 
Another outrageous adaptation 
of the classic 
Grill cheese and tomato sandwich 
) 
Sustenance, Merriment and Cheer Qt 
WEATHER INSTRUMENTS 
SUNGLASSES BINOCULARS On .The Upper Square, Dover • 7 49-0483 . 
& In The Center of North- Cqnway Village • 356-2687. 
WATCH FOR ITH! 
The December 1978 
CATALYST 
magazine• 
· ISON ITS WAY 
In the Upcoming Issue ... 
An In-depth look at DONALD WOODS and the 
South African situation -
- "The Cow Hampshire" --college reporting like 
you've never seen it! -
I 
-Sailing the Block Island race wLth the· Mad Doctor 
-Just what experiments are going on at Adam's Pt.? 
and more ... much more 
·distributed free of charge to students 
in dining halls and around campus--SOON! 
-, ~ 
•************************************************ • • • * : Tu~s. and Thurs. Nights at 7:00 : 
• • • * • * : SVT·o PRESENTS : • • . : • • • l' ~ay the -Farce be With You" ·· i-
: · _An incredible satire on "STAR WARS" i 
• * • * • f * • eaturing: * ,, t Fluke Starbuker · * 
! : ; Augie "Ben" Doggie ! 
t Princess Anne-Droid : · j 4Q2 ... And many others j 
: : 
: Second Feature at 8:00 : 
l a 
... featuring ~ 
: The National Lampoon Show the cast from ~ : 
t -"LEMMINGS" ·: . : 
f $ 
£ ! 
• A Satirical Joke-Rock-Mock-Con~~rt : 
f i • * • * • • • • : FREE! In Commuter Lounge of !\1UB ~ 
~ . 
f ·. • ... - *  - .. . -· . . 
***********************************************' 





FOR MEN, WOMEN, & CHILDREN < , 
REGULATION llAIHCUTS c 
$5.00 
with Style~ Shampoo Cuts 
Available -
MON. THR.OUGH SAT. 9 A.M.-5 P.M. 
EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT 
, 555 CENTRAL AVE. DOVER, N.H. < 
NEAR E.J.'S VARIETY SToRE 




GALLEN & HUMPHREY: 
.continued from page 2 
tyre in November's US Senatorial 
race, is presently interviewing 
candidates for his Administrative 
Assistant. Craig Shirley, Hum-
phrey's press secretary, said.that 
the senator is als_o arr~nging f ?r 
Twitchell 
TWITCHELL, 
·continued from page 3 
office space and eqmpment in limited tnan Durham is. 
Washington. One of the things Olyha said 
Shirley also said that Hum- she's grateful to Twitchell f_!:>r is 
phrey will arrive in Washington 1\vitchell's help when Olyha start-
later this week to begin reviewing ed as coordinator a year ago. 
Senate committee positions. "She was very heJptuJ m aa-
Humphrey would like to get~ justing me to my job," Olyha 
position on the Federal Bud,get said. "She was someone I could 
charges as a means of funding Committee, for example, although always rely on. 
the Seabrook nuclear plant. as a freshman senator, he will " I don ' t view her as 'the 
According to Vita, both sides take a ba-ck seat to senior senators secretary,' " Olyha said. "She's 
agreed to rule out CWIP, and in committee appointments. part of our team. And she's a 
the sta te.-legisla ture has rrrea a _ _ good frien~, too. " -
bl.11 to outlaw CWIP, which Gallen 
will "Sign into law, acco~ding to r------NEEDAJOB?____ ---, 
Vita. Vita said that at this stage I -'II 
Gallon and tho PSC h::tvP n o t we can offer you: . 
come up with an alternative fund- I 
ina~f~~ f~~~h~i~1~;;~smon team I ... flexible working hours 
have been reviewing the budget, II ... challe_nging work . 1· 
s-aid Vita , and any comment on 
742-4488 the UNH budg~~ situation would I Opt"1onal vacation and I 
· Walk-In Service , 'be " premature. • • • ,..,.. 
,. · ,. ,. ,.- ,t > Gordon Humphrey, who I k 
. ..._ ... .. ,,_ ,,_ ,,_ ... ... ~ .. defeated incumbent Tom Mein- Summer WOr 
·r.,..,-_,._,._,_,._,...;._,._,.._,..-o-_,.~--cCr~.-ocr_,..-cr_,._,._,.._,._,._,.....,....._,._,._,_,._,._,._,._,.JQir_,._,...;eccr_,._,._,.~~_,_._,_,._,..,.,_,.JCl .•• Good Pay / 
I ~ ENTERTAINMENT I Weneed10ho~rsew~ekmin.imun:' 
§ ;__;;,_,,,;,,,_ . Blues - Folk - Jazz I to 20 hours mal(1mum .. 
I§ · ' The TUES. thru SAT. 1 I Studerlts with compute~or s_tati~tics I 
R D ~ 1
1 
backgrounds ~ay qualify for higher I 
I St DUWt HEARTY SANDWICHES I J ree STEAMERS - 1 I~~~·ly to: . . I 
I PUB and I t . Fay Rubin j 
§ THE BES_T CHILI AROUND § I Academic Computing Activities· 1 
I . . . PLUS I j 304 McConnell Hall · I RIVER TRAFFIC-! ! j§ I Two positions <?re available, -apply JI 
§ •111Nn!1!!!1••~•,..n 1pp11111.n .... -11.11.- m-MM· I immediately. - · 
L----~--~-- ~ ~~~~~~~~._.,_.--~~~ ~-cr..r..r~..r..r..r..r..r..r..r~~JCr...CO-JCO""...cr..r...oo--J""~JQrJ'".A:r~----~..;::c - - -- -
PAID Big.Bucks For 
your running~ or - tennis 
Shoe!! 
STUDENT PRESS 
Has the fo~lowing - ~ 
Have them resoled -with 
PAID$$ positions _ 
Oit_en ne*t senaester 
· 11it\\'l~1t-s•1.41~1t Direetor du~ies include supervisi~n of magazine 
produetion and FreshnJan Reco.ra 
Tennis Shoes $13.50 
Running Shoes $12.50 
Pickup & Delivery Available at: 
UNH Field House 
Equipment Rooni 
From 4: 00-4: 30 
-
See Ja~k Fr~nch for ' 
- further details 
The· Long· Run 
Everything for the casual to the 
competiHve runner 
138 North Main Street 
Concord, New Hampshire 
Asst. Prod~etion Mngr. 
a job involved in layout_, 
paste-up and design 
Photo Editor , 
E:cpe?tience is helpful but a ,willingness 
to devote time and thougth to an -
organization with a lot of potential 
ia much more irrp?rtant. ~ 
Que-stion-s? 
see Chris . ~ann, 
Rtn -ISJ MUB 
stop 11~· 1oda~ ·and -
_f ill out an appl·ieation 
-
'D-adline: - 'Dee. 15 
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NEC gets 850,000 froID ·students 
.., 
NE CENTER, the NEC. The more they know 
· continued from page 2 about UNH, the more they'H-sup-
port it," he said. · 
England +and grant universities · "We 're here to serve -the 
entitled to some compensation," 
he said. 
Students are welcome to use 
the center's facilities, Codding 
said. I-lotel majors pay a space 
cost to conduct gourmet_dinners, 
and dorms may sponsor parties 
for a charge. 
· including UNH and the univer- state," said Codding of the NEC. 
sities of Vermont, . Connecticut, Besides the $50,000 of funding 
Rhode Island, Massachusetts and from sb1dent tuition the center is 
Maine. self supporting. "The center is 
c~ili~~li~~llieNECis~™r~~~~r~~~»~~~w~-~~~~r~~~-Kr~~wr~~~~ partly resporrsible through its .. 
New Four Credit Course, Spring Semester 
An Adisciplinary, I listorical, Cross-Cultural 
Probe Into the Thinking Process _ 
Admission Limited to Persons Who Have 
Ha ve-Flexihle Minds 
I.C. 501 Tuesday /Thursday~ 7-H P .M. 
Hoom 225, Hamilton Smith 
Professor John A. Beckett 
programs for showing visitors 
other parts of the campus. ,"T.he 
impression they take back with 
them of UNH is l::in3Ply rlJlP to · 
what they see and experience at 
YOU ARE INVITED 







6:30 & 8:30 . 
.UNCLE JOHNJVORY'S STORE 
in Historic_York Village, Maine 
on 
December 10th from 2 to 4 p.m. 
May Sarton is the author of eleven volumes of poetry, fifteen n'?vels 
of non-fiction . Sh-e will be available to autograph her books 
including her latest novel A RECKONIN(;. 
"My journey into discovering 
you as a writer seems to have 
reachE?_d some mystical pinnacle, 
with the reading of this 
magnificent work of art. I 
could not bear to come to the 
end of the book and know its 
significance will be part of 
me for as long as I live"--
Eda Le Shan 
a\. 
Gtur &,y ~C&fAEf ~'5 
. lo incleo,_, cour~ 
L~/~&ad~s 





(NEw AND USED ·tEQUIPMENT) 
DEC~ 6-8 
10AM-.4PM· 
EN ATE-MERRIMACK ROOMS MlJ 
Equipment to be sold ·should be 
dropped o_ff at the outing dub 
office ·or at the.·first day -of the sale. · 
- ·$1 entry fee' 
-10.perc~nt commi~~io.n;go,es , 
-to the Otiting'Club' :-!; 
Room 135 MUB 862-2145 
,_ . 
, •• J 
,· 
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-editorial----
Stomp hack. 
before. A new system gf student government at UNH, 
one aIJ.9 a half years in the making, will be finished 
next semester. 
A proposal by the Student Activities Office may 
Students have only one way to organize on 
these issues, to present a solid front of opposition 
or support that will protect -the interest ot all 
What with the proposed rule chang~s, the Dean 
of Students purge and the absurd parking rules, it~s 
become clear that the UNH administration is 
ready and willing to stomp on student rights. All. 
they need is our-silence. take away student control over the student ac-
tivities tax. 
students here. That way is through student govem-
men t. to UNH students right now. Keeping quiet wilL 
only get us- one thing: continued exploitation at 
the hands of the UNH admini~_tration. 
- Students, for the first time in years, are without 
a Dean of Students--and we may never get that 
vital voice within the administration back. 
The newly-funded Commuter Center, thanks to 
administrative shuffling, may lose its funding and 
die-leaving commuter students out in the cold once 
There's an election today for the new leaders of 
studen~ government. And, whoever wins, those • 
leaders will be worthless without one thing: the 
support of the students they represent. 
This student election is our best chance to show 
the administration that we won't be treated like 
pre·schoolers. A good voter turnout will tell the 
administration just what they hope not to hear: 
that UNH students are concerned about preser-
ving their fair share of rights and influence on 
again. 
If an administrator knows the student body 
president has 10,000 students behind him, he may 
think twice before shafting us. 
But if -that administrator knows that most 
students neither know nor care what the student 
president is up to, he won't hesitate to do just 
what he wants, let the students be damned . 
Transfer students are still getting the shaft, the 
parking situatioI) is still ludicrous, and room and 
board and tuition hikes are once again on the 
. horizon. 
campus_. _ _ _ 
Students have to deal with all these issues, like it 
or not. And, at a time when student influence is 
most important, it's b~ing beseiged as never 
It is, -simply, a lot easier to ignore one student 
It takes all of 30 seconds to vote."Poliing_p_laces 
are all over campus. 
The choice is simple: You can get out an:d v.ote. than to ignore 10,000. · 
Being ignored is the worst ·thing that can happen Or you <;an stay home--and get stomped. 
~~1:1:~~f!j ...... ~ ............ W ... h•iJ•e•t•he .. en•t•ir•e•r•e•v•is.io•n•o•t•t•h•e•e ... x-
tra-curricular section is important to 
consider, a great deal of emphasis-has 
been placed upon the allocation of the 
Student Activities tax. It is under-
should a more objective group without 
vested interest make decisions on such 
matters? 
The aforementioned are just some of 
the important question_$ which I feel -
must be addressed by students and 
others interesteg in such a process. 
Please make your comments and sug-
gestions to the Student_ Organization 
Committee prior to I<,ebruary 15 so a 
final draft of the Extra-Curricular 
Activities section of Rights and Res-
ponsibilities ~ill reflect some true ~n-
Changes 
To the Editor: 
Lam writing with regard to the pro-
posed changes in the extracurricular 
activities section of student rights and 
responsibilities. 
I want to reiterate my desire to have 
as -many faculty, students, and staff 
critically evaluated and make recom-
mendation on the draft of the revised 
Extra-Curricular Activities section of 
Rights -and Responsibilities prepared 
by me. Suggestions and recommen-
dations on how to most effectively es-
tablish these policies ar encouraged by 
either submitting written material to 
~the Student Organizations committee 
or scheduling to testify at one of the 
scheduled hearings of the Student 
Organizations committee between 
now and February 15, 1979. Copies of 
the draft of the revision may be ob-
tained in room 126, Memorial Union 
Building or an appointment to appear 
at a hearingmay be made by calling 




standable students are concerned a-
bout the authority of the Student Cau-
cus to allocate such funds but I still 
strongly believe the comprehensive 
assessment of the way the StudeJtt 
Activities tax is allocated and admin-
istered rs crucial. 
The real issue is not who will have 
control of the tax, but how can the tax 
best be administered to benefit the 
majority of students on campus. 
I<,or example, I believe thoughts 
should be given to allocating funds to 
as many recognized Student Organ-
izations as possible rather than a lim-
ited number of organizations. Pres-
ently nine of over eight student organ-
izations on campus receive this fund-
ing. As another example, has it-ever 
been considered that it might be wise 
to establish a specific student activity 
tax that then would be allocated on 
a percentage_basis based upon a refer-
endum vote of the student body? Or-
ganizations would receive percentage 
allocations based upon the <;legree of 
interest of those voting in provfding 
funds to all the organizations listed by 
student government. ShOuld the treas-
urer of the Student Activity tax organ-
izations be in a position to make de-
cisions regarding request$ for funds 
by non-SAT funded organizations or 
timent. Your help ·wm be most 
appreciated. Thanks. 
Sincerely, 
J . Gregg Sanborn, Director 
Student Activities/MUS 
-SAT Tax 
To the Edi tor: 
I understand there is a move ~foot 
to change the · process for disburse-
ment of the Student Act~vfties Tax. 
The new system would hand a kind 
, of veto_ power over the Universi_ty 
administration. 
Such a change. taking control and 
Gory Langer , Editor-in-Chief 
Dano Jennings Managing Editor 
Cheryl Portoluppi Business Manager 
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responsibility out of student hands, 
would be a serious mistake. Not onf y 
would it rob students of money they 
should right{Jllly control, it robs them 
of the pressur~ and the learning 
experience fiscal responsibility pro-
vides. · 
While the proposed new . system 
would require the approval of the.__ 
Office of Student Activities, any ob-
-server can clearly see that approval 
power will actually rest with the 
president's : office or the University 
trustees . After all, the Student Activ-
ities office takes its orders from above 
and in a cr-uncli, the University presi-
dent and trustees, less sympathetic 
officials, will make decisions. 
Certainly students have not abused 
their spending power. The Student 
Caucus and Student Government are 
more exacting budgeters than most 
I've seen in business and government. 
They require accurate· accounting and · 
sound reasoning before student tax 
money is spent. 
The entire SAT accounting and 
spending process provides the stu-
dents a more valuable learning ex-
perience than most courses at UNH. 
Participants experience close scru-
tiny, and see first hand the kind of 
poiitical battles that are waged daily 
in the University administration and-
v.hich they will face when they ll·ave 
school. 
Please don't grab the little self gov-
ernment UNH students have. I'm sure 
you will be inviting troubles and un-
rest like that of the late 6o's if this 
plan persists. I believe students de-
serve at I-east the token control lhey 
now have, and thev wlil not toierat~ 
anv effort to wrench it awav from 
them . · 
Michael D' Antonio 
Dismay 
To the Editor: -
~ I would like to express my disap-
pointment concerning the editorial 
~ritten in the Dec. 1 edition of The 
New Hampshire relating~ to the student 
body presidential electiims. 
I do not object to The New Hamp-
shire's making an endorsement; that 
is their prerogative. What I find 
disallusioning is the magnitude of the 
assumptions and criticisms made of 
me based on limited information. 
I feel that my explanation in the 
debate was satisfactory in reference 
to the questron posed by Kate McClare 
concerning my silence at a recent 
Caucus meeting. Why ask questions or 
raise points that have already been 
expressed? Dick Stevens will be back, 
and when he does return, you can be 
sure that he'll hear from me. 
But the biggest disappointment that 
I have is that none of the editorial 
writers ever approached me personally 
for an interview. They know little or 
nothing about me other than what has 
been said in debates or printed in 
The New Hampshire. They are basing 
a lot on very little had they taken the 
time to learn aoom mt:, mt:u pt:rm1ps 
their criticism would have been more 
valid. Their main criticism is my 
"lack of experience." Does the present 
Student Government need a lot of 
experience or a strong desire for 
change'? And I certainly hope that I 
will continue to possess an open mind 
for formulating new ideas: I equate-
the lack of innovation with stagnation, 
which is something that Student.Govern-
ment has been suffering from for 
several years now. What is experience 
if you don't ~ow initiative: if you are 
not "angry" enough to affect change? 
If it's change that you want, _you'll 
vote Donnelly /Coates today and tomor-
row, Dec: 5 and 6. , 
Bob Coates 
Executive Vice President, Candidate 
Spitz 
To The Edi tor: 
I am very concerned about the para-
graph on page six of the Dec. _ 1 
issue of The New Hampshire that stated 
I "expressed little concern about Spitz's 
withdrawal" of his candidacy for Vice 
President for Academic Affairs. Al-
though the possibility always exists 
of misinterpretation between an inter-
viewee and reporter, there is a tremen-
dous amount of concern on my part 
about this situation and felt I expressed 
that when questioned about my reac-
tions. 
I am also , ver.y concerned about 
about lette1•1 
The New Hampshire accepts all responsible -letters. to the editor and 
prints them as space allows, but cannot guarantee the inclu5iori of al!}' 
letter. 
~11 letters must be typed, double spaced and a maximum of 500 words ir.: 
order to be printed1 All letters are subje.- ~ f•) m1"4Jr-editing., Final declSion: 
on letters are the editor's. , · 
Main letters to: .The Editor, The New Hamp . :;~frr., Room 151, Memorial 
Lisa Thurau Lydia Staab 
I:; . ~ 
---------~---~------~~-
__ u .. n_io_n_B~~u-i .... I~-·-g-: U-~ -~-~-· : ... ~ .._ .. ha_m_ .... N .... H ...... · 0382-.-~ '-·-~-"":-- .~-.-• ..;,; "• .;;..;~ -~.;...· _ --.:_ -: ..;,;~'-.. •. ·;.~- - - - -..:..._JJ•~\ -~· ~' _, 
"cheap shots" taken at people in the 
public eye. Constructive, professional 
criticism should always be welcome, but 
attacks on a personal level are not 
appropriate to be splashed across 
campus. · · 
Randy Schroeder 
Student Body President 
Correction 
Letter To the Edi tor : 
A correction is in order concerning 
an article on the Pre-Law Committee 
published in Th e New Ha mpshire on 
Tuesday, Nov. 21. The pari of the article 
should have said, "He <Dean Spitz l 
attended Sunday's Caucus meeting but 
di.J no l atlw t..~ lht: Cd uc u::i . B ill C01 ::>\Jll, 
Caucus Chairperson , told Dean Spitz 
the Caucus would not be able to address 
the Pre-Law Committee issue. This 
was due to the predicted length of the 
meeting concerning the debate on 
student governance. " 
- Mark G. Chapman 
Hockey 
To the Editor: 
As disappointing as the result of last 
Saturday's home opener for the UNH 
hockey team was the conduct of some 
of the UNH "fans" at Snively Arena. I 
am referring to two areas--1.) the con-
stant abuse by the people seated be-
hind the RPI bench, and 2. ) the der-
ision of a member of the UNH team . 
For the past few years, the people 
seated behind the visitor 's bench have 
been Snively's most vociferous. Re-
cently, the noise from this sector has 
grown increasingly abusive. The ugli-
ness reached a new low Saturday as 
some people in this section added to 
the verbal barrage directed at the RPI 
players, by hurling debris into the 
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penalty box. As RPI Coach Jim Salfi 
said after the game~ "Thi~ i~ a great 
place to play hock'ey, but it is ruined 
by the 25 to 30 fans who sit behind the 
bench. The school administration 
should q9 something about that." 
The other disfurbing aspect of some 
members of the crowd Saturday night 
was the derisive cheering directed at 
UNH -goalie Ken Lorance. Obviously, 
Lorance was having a tough time a-
gainst RPI, but that was no reason to 
.try and humiliate him . Those who 
tried to embarrass him would be bet-
ter off staying home. 
I hOJ?e t~ere will be another large, 
enthusiastic crowd for this Saturday 's 
game against Cornell , buLthat the en-
thusiasm is in a positive manner in 
support of the Wildcats, not at the der-
ision of anyone. 
Allan Ch(lm_berlin 
Blood 
To the Editor : 
The season of love and joy is filling 
our hearts and we are happy that we 
can share a part of it with you befo•e 
you leave for your b,Qliday. 
. For you, we are planning "Memor-
ies of Christmas Past'_' at our Annual 
Yuletide blood drive on Dec. 11, 12, 
13 and 14 ten to three at the MUB 
and look forward to seeing you around 
' our Christmas tree! 
Because Christmas is a time for 
family memories and because Red 
Cross is a · family too, this occasion 
will be a tribute to two student vol-
unteers who dieq this summer on the 
very same day . 
It is with Qride that 'we honor the 
memory of To-m Le Bel, '78, armed Air 
Society of U .s_A.F. ROTC and Anna 
Zarnio '76 of the former Alpha Phi 
Omee:a fraternity; we honor with 
pride-these two young people who ex-
emplilied the spirit of a,..UNH blood 
drive and to whom our program owed 
so much. 
Please--show your love, with your 
"Gift of Life" as we are honoring Tom 
and Anna for the love they gave to 
others. 
Jarry Stearns 
Durham R~d Cross Blood Dr:ive 
The Dead 
fo the Edi-tor : 
I would like to bless (or curse l you 
1nd the reading audience with my fi['st 
attempt at" a "letter to the editor." 
Being a devoted follower of the Great-
ful Dead, I was very disturbed to read 
Barbara Malone's recent article titled 
.. .. Pea.c:l.'s.latesL. Shaky 'n' SHALWW! ! 
Apparently Miss Malone felt she 
must do the impossible in this arti-
cle, and this is exactly what .she did. 
In an inaudible voice she proclaimed 
·to me "The Dead is dead, the Dead 
is dead ... " Only to make me stamp 
on my paper and fall to the frozen 
ground in contorted ·laughter that 
slowly turned to nausea and then con-
vulsions. 
Clearly I thought, this is a mis-
titled article of Dr. Hunter S. Thomp-
son or even Klondike Annie .. . surely 
it cannot represent the true feelings of 
the deranged, this paper is no joke, 
or is it??? 
The dead facts are that the Dead 
will always be Dead and it is no job 
of some secretary from Durham to 
tell them or anyone else that they 
Goo ... a Sli. .a .. .fu ... up ... a Tripped up a 
little. 
Let's face it people. The Dead don 't 
make mistakes, people just don 't 
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understand where the hell they are 
.coming from. The Dead has been there . 
before and they want to go some-
where -else ... so let's al] get on our 
travelin' shoes and stand for no more 
of this dry heaving. 
The true spirit of the Greatful Dead 
li~s in one's ability to leave the world 
of reason and relativity behind ... to 
slmpiy live the moment at the 
moment. I mean that's how they got 
where they are ... 
Besides, they just don't wanna be . 
treated this ole way.. . -
Thanks a lot 
J .G. Dill 
Shake Down Street 
San F'rancisco, N.H. 
SBP candidate endorsements 
To the Ediror: 
From working in student govern-
ment as members o( the Student 
Caucus, we have had a good oppor-
tunity to observe the candidates for 
Student Body President and Executive 
Vice-President. Our observations 
have led us to conclude that Doug 
Cox and Cheryl Brown are the best 
choice for the Presidential team. 
We see good qualities in a!J the can-
didates. And we believe that Jim Don-
nelly and Bob Coates are as strongly 
dedicated to serving the students' in-
terests as Doug and Cheryl. 
We think, however, that Dou-g and 
Cheryl are the best ch01ce because 
they will provide us leadership with 
greater coQtinuity, experience, and ul-
timately, effec1iveness. Both Doug 
and Cheryl were involved in Student 
Government last year, whereas _Jim 
was abroad and Bob, was not -active 
yet. Both~ Doug and Cheryl have 
servea m aorm government, in the 
Student Caucus, and on the Execu-
tive Board of Student Government. 
They will be more effective because 
Qf their continuous activity in student 
affairs, and because they have demon-
strated a willingness and an effort to 
communicate with the students on the 
issues. 
We are supporting Doug Cox and 
Cheryl Brown on December 5 and 6. 
We urge the students to vote for 












Area I Senator 
Sherrill Davis 
Area I Senator 
To the Editor: 
On Dec. 5 and 6, the student body 
president elections will take place. We 
feel that Doug Cox and Cheryl Bfown 
are the best candidates for this position 
and urge you to vote for them. 
Doug and Cheryl have demonstrated 
that they are a team of capable student 
leaders through past actions in student 
government. They have demonstrated 
that they can listen to student concerns 
and take these concerns to admini-
strators and influence them into ma.king 
changes that students want. ~ 
Communications have been stressed 
in this election and past elections. 
Doug and Cheryl have demonstrated 
through personal commitment of meet-
ing with many students that they will 
try to solve this ptoblem. This problem 
is a difficult one_and it will take leaders 
like Doug and Cheryl to solve it. 















- I encourage all students to vote in 
the student body president elections, 
and to vote for Doug Cox and Cheryl 
Brown. 
I believe they are a superior team to 
that of Donnelly-Coates and that . all 
students will benefit from their elec-
tion. 
Cox-Brown offers you a combination 
where both candidates have proven to 
, be leaders and have acquired the 
necessary experience to effectively 
represent the students. Wh} settle for 




, Coinmuter·Affa ·rs · 
To the Editor : 
We would like to urge all students 
to vote for Doug Cox and Cheryl _ 
Brown for Student Body President and 
Executive Vice President. 
We feel that Doug and Cheryl have 
demonstrated that they are responsive 
to the needs of all students . They have 
demonstrated that they can listen to 
concerns of students and represent 
those views. The ability of students 
to communicate with their govern-
ment leaders needs to be strengthened 
as well as communication to students 
of what student government is doing 
for them . 
Doug and Cheryl have recognized 
this problem of a need for increased 
communications and will attempt to 
solve this problem. For this reason 
we urge you to vote for Doug and 
Cheryl on Dec. 5 and 6. 
Lisa A. Owens 
- Mini Dorm President 
Jody E . Morgan 
Jessie Doe Hall President 
Robert Sweeney 
Christensen Hall President 
Joseph Porreca 
Stoke Vice President 
Robert C. Mackintosh 
Lord President 
_Les F'enton 
Gibbs Vice President 
Michael N. Lanfers 
Stoke hall President 
Laurie Gunter 
Devine Hall President 
David Choate 
Alexander Hall President 
Cl11ire Bisson 
Hetzel Hall President 
Chip Seger 
Hetzel Hall Resident 
DebOrah Croto 
Smith Hall President 
Stephen E. Lunos 
Hubbard Hall President 
To the Editor: 
Student Government has seen a lot 
of changes in the past four years, but 
one of the things that has not changed 
has been the presence of Doug Cox. 
He has been a reliable, hardworking 
individual who has illustrated his dedi-
cation .and continuous involvement in 
student government by working his 
way up the ladder from student senator 
to present BOB director. -
Some of Doug's assets are his ability 
to listen, to have an open mind, and 
most importantly to involve others in 
the mechanics of Student Go\'crnment-· 
to jointly so1ve problems. He has a 
resilient attitude to do what you want 
done. He's pushed for a revision of the 
SAT Budget Process to makejt more 
efficient, and as Chairman of the 
Student Welfare Committee, he has 
pushed for a uniform cheating policy. 
In other areas, he was the only 
student to be on the Academic Standards 
Committee of the A-cademic Senate 
who helped work for and implement 
the Mid-Course Assessments. 
This typifies the kind of leader Doug 
Cox is. He is an experienced leader 
. who has endlessly represented students. 
Both Doug and Cheryl possess the neces-
sary familiarity with student govern-
ment which we feel is an essential 
criterion for the position. 
Next year is going to be an extremely 
import;int one with the expected imple-
mentabon of the Task Force Recom-
mendations. Qualified leaders .. are 
critical. We think that this coed team 
understands student problems and can 
better solve them than their opponents 
can. We've got,a chance-a good one-to_ 
help ourselves through Doug Cox and 
Cheryl Brown. This chance warrants 
the best we can give it. A vote for 
them is a vote for you. 
To the Editor: 
Randy Walker 
Patty Hanseri 
It is easy to idenCify a problem that 
, . exists on this eampus1 there are many. 
. . Colleen Wn~satt It is anoth~r thing thougll, to provide 
Wi-!h<,u~~n H~Jl:f're5-t.~en~ -- • - • · F- wilt find solttt1ons ttr"· 
the problems and convince the ad 
ministration_ to implement them 
Doug Cox and Cheryl Brown hav 
proven through past experiences tha 
they can provide this leadersfiip t 
solve problems. 
An exl!_mple was the problem Stu 
dent Caucus had last year in observ 
ing the SAT budget organizations. 
Doug Cox recognized this problem an 
through a committee chaired by 
Doug, guidelines were formed for ob-
servers to follow in solving of this 
problem_,__ A change in the proces 
which SAT budgets were adopted wa 
~!so established to help better judge 
more fairly what organiz;itions should 
get funds. 
Another example was last year 
when Dave Bianco decided that there 
was a need for more resident spaces 
on this campus and the way to do it 
was through 'th.e use of triple rooms. 
One of the dorms selected was Devine 
Hall which the residents were opposed 
to. Through the efforts of Cheryl 
Brown and other:s a telephone cam-
paign against the Residential Life 
Office and by meeting with Dave 
Bianco the decision was reversed. 
These are only two.of the many con-
tributions that Doug and Cheryl have 
made in representing students. Tbis 
experience is needed in Student gov-
ernment to provide change in solving 
problems that currently exist. 
Doug and Cheryl also have another 
quality which is_ very important as 
leaders ... This is the ability to listen 
and this comes from their concern of 
what others say. New ideas are not . 
only formulated by leaders but by 
every person ·on this campus. The 
problem, however, is the communi-
cation of this idea to others especially 
leaders who have to make the final 
decision. Both Doug and Cheryl are 
receptive to all ideas and want to know 
what yours are. , 
Doug Cox and Cheryl Brown have 
proven by talking with students and 
leaders that they can provide change 
and will be representing the interest 
of students. They have the experience, 
leadership and most importantly, the 
dedrcation it takes to be Student Body 
President and Executive Vice Presi-
dent. I urg_e Y.OU · to vote toda_y and 
tomorrow for them as will many other 
students. 
David Livermore 
Vice President of Residential Life 
Chairman of DRAC 
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Dave LaBianca photo 
Liv -brings UNH a little southern co_rllfort 
By David Grtitter 
\ 
It was New England winter at 
its worst outside the MUB last 
night, but with Livingston Taylor 
onstage, it was a sultry North_ 
Carolina eve~ing of 'story and 
song. 
Taylor seemed to possess even . 
more 'country boy' charm than 
brother James did in the good old 
days. Ma)lbe it was the light 
complexion, mischievous blue 
eyes and open e~pressi'on in 
Livingston, so different from 
James;s-dark, pensive mystique. 
Last night, Tay10r uasnea 
wide-eyed smiles at the crowd as 
he strolled deliberately across 
the stage to the_ microphone to 
explain that he would 1play later 
after telling a story. 
He seemed like a young 
Carolina storyteller on his front 
porch on a summer evening. His 
grey suit was an appropriate con-
trast which reminded us that 
Taylor is a sensitive and serious 
artist. · 
His songs were simple and 
light, except for the couple of 
Memphis blues-flayored num-
bers. 
Taylor sang about love and 
about a sort of laid back outlook 
on life. He sang a medley of 
"children's songs." He sang a 
slowed down and soulful 
"Dixie," and got the audience to , 
whistle along with him in 
"Somewhere Over the Rainbow." 
It was on that song that 
Taylor's voice was most im-
pressive. Like James's, it is strong 
and pure. It's a little higher than 
his brother's, but it can go just as ' 
low. And Taylor knows how to use 
his voice. He dipped and soared ' 
through the night, and he never 
once had to sear~h for a note. 
Another highlight of the show 
was Taylor's banjo picking. He 
over, in his sweet drawl, "I Will 
Be In Love With You." 
These songs were written, and 
sung with an honesty that Taylor 
is well aware of in himself. He 
told the audience last night that 
he relished his childhood days. 
did a unique version of the stan- His lyrics are about an innocent 
dard "Foggy Mountain Break- man, hurt by love, too rough at ' 
down," using the banjo's tunirig love, and still happy in love. His 
pegs to good effect in accenting songs often sounded autobio-
several notes. · graphical. 
Taylor's ballads are moving in And he had the crowd clappin' 
their innocence: After telling a and stompin' on songs like "Six 
childhood tale about treasure- Days On the Road" and another 
hunting, Taylor said, "Gold--who bluesy number he pounded out on 
needs that stuff?'', and then sansi · the piano. 
"Lost In The Love of You." He finished his ·set by telling a 
Love is Taylor's treasure, and tall tale about. being lost on a Far 
he proves it in his curr-ent hit Eastern mountain range; and 
single, in which he sings over and discovering Shangri-La. · When 
Taylor asked the "Grand 
Swami" for the secret of life, his 
reply was a humorous sonnet to 
"cornbread and Buttermilk." 
And when Taylor returned to 
sing "Carolina Days'.' and 
"Dixie," he left no doubt where 
he wishes he were. 
"Face to Face,", an up-and-
coming New Hampshire - band 
opened the evening. This band 
has played on several occasions 
·.at the MUB Pub . . They,., were 
spirited and tight. They have two 
fine guitarists, and a female 
singer who boasts a Linda Ron-
stadt-like voice. "Face to Face" 
received an enthusiastic reaction 
to their songs, all of which wer~ 
original, and had an AM radio 
sound. 
. I • \ 
UNH Theat~r's "Pippin:" 
sOng, dance and romance 
The University Theater 9Vill pre-
t;ent "Pippin" by Roger 0. Hirson 
and Stephen Scwartz, directed by 
Carol A. Lucha, at the Johnson 
Theater Deeember 4-9 at 8 p. m. --
By Faith Backus 
The Production of a big time 
Broadway musical is anything 
but a trifling undertaking for any 
theater group, no matter how ex-
perienced and diversely talented. 
"Pippin," presented this week by 
bouquets out of top hats--Turner · 
and Sutherland have the array of 
talents necessary to command 
the stage whenever they appear, 
alJ with more than a touch of 
class . • 
Pippin (Scott Evrard) is the 
oldest son of King Charlemagne, 
and his story is history, mpre or 
less. He is coming of age, and 
with it is smitten with the desire 
for fulfillment · and self-
justification. 
-the University of New Hamphsire 
Theater, is no exception with its Pippin's naivete and innocence 
demanding vocal parts, vague - are accentuated in the elfin 
plotline requiring a strong sense Evrard's consistent performance. 
of comic timing, and elaborate, His -is a universal quest, and in 
eye-catching choreography. his recurring solo "Corner of the 
The "Leading Players" Sky," Evrard manages a whim-
( Michael E. · Turner and Brian sical,. convincing, "Somewhere 
Sutherland) introduce the · show Over the Rainbow'"t '-like delivery 
with a snazzy song and dance of a difficult song. · 
number with the chorus. They The other leading roles are 
are the emcees of the production, performed adequately enough, 
directing the other players and bul the actors, with the exception 
linking the scenes together with of Deborah Fairclough as Berthe, 
style and easy grace. They sing a Pippin's grandmother, all lack 
ballad to the strum of sufficient talent in some aspect of 
Sutherland's guitar, they pull their performance to be able to 
- {' • T ~.. ..,. '"":i- • - '1$'" '4P" ,r, t ; 
~ .&..__ ";'';:J'c #~ • \ -~ "f_. Ql:.._,~~--'-" .'''.,_,_, ,._~ 
hold the attention and interest of 
the audience. 
Much of the Broadway success 
of "Pippin" lies in its detail; 
however, lhe UNH Theater;s per- . 
formance fai1ea to provide con-
sistently the detail necessary to 
give the play its substance. 
The choreography, by Jean 
Mattox with Deborah Fairclough 
and Carol Soyster, had moments 
of brilliance, when the rainbow of 
leotard-clad chorus members, 
glittering with sequins and 
satin, moveu m precise unison .of 
· capricious disarray. However, 
these moments were few, and 
more often than not the 
choreography was either unin-
terestingly amateur or was un-
- spontaneous anq staged, so 
noticeably that it overpowered 
the song or dialogue that it ac-
companied. 
The same can be said of the 
direction by Carol A. Lucha. 
Although at times the. witty ban-
ter, strewn with sly puns and 
PIPPIN, page 13 
Members of the chorus hoist Pippin on their shoulders in 
The University Theater's production of the musical "Pippin," 
being presented at The Johnson Theater. <Chris Kent photo) 
....... <.. ...... ... .. l..:.·~1.:....' - .. ·_ .. .::. 
c.,(Jr- ~, .. ~~ ,.., ~~-.:,-,-!",' ... ) .',l 11,1,l'--,."J.1 t• 1 l 1 '' t - _..:. \ ' 
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The Concprd String Quartet 
gives· &ethoven a $hot in the arm 
- -
By Lauren Dill 
The Concord String Quartet re-
vived Beethoven in a passionate 
roundhouse of sound on Friday 
_ night in the Durham Community 
Church. This,second of six perfor-
mances got off to a shaky start 
when Mark Sokol, the first violin-
ist, discovered he had left his 
music stand behind. 
Undaunted, the four laughed, 
Sokol retrieved his stand, and _ 
they proceeded to not only .. take 
fate by the thre>nt" a:'l Deethoven 
once said, but audience's throats 
as well. 
The firs(selection, Quartet in C 
Mirior, Opus 18, no. 4, is one of 
Beethoven's early quartets 
black coffin arpeggios blended 
into velvety smooth adagio. 
The adagio had the serenity of 
Louis XVI's ballroom filled with -
soft black roses, while John 
Kochanowski 's atonal viola 
passages· evoked images of a 
starless galaxy. The fourth and 
final movement, the allegretto 
con variazoni, was a slaughter 
house four in its toe-curling fury. 
During one section of the piece, 
Fischer's cello was left naked. 
With no soprano violins to cover . 
for him, he hautlleLl the ta:-:.k wllll 
surprising agility. His instrument 
never approached the 
masquerading-as-a-tuba tones of 
some cellos. 
characterized by a refined brusque- The final piece, the Quartet in 
ness. While they were stiff at A Minor, opus 132, is Beethoven's 
times, the four built up to an un- mystical masterpiece. Aldous 
canny, feverish storm of energy; Huxley in "Point Counterpoint" 
theyJed us out to the outer edge of said that opus 132 has a "peace 
the hurricane, to the young Titan ·which quivers, a passionate sere-
Beethoven flexing his biceps. nity;" the Concord's ihter_.. 
Sokol wrapped his Boris pretation glimmered with 
Karloff shoulders around his 1702 promise. 
Stradivarius as if born in the posi- They gave a mocha java treat-
tion. He seemed as determined to ment to the soft sostenuto 
break his violin as Andrew Jen- opening, and in the allegro of the 
nings, the second violin, seemed ~ first movement th,ey let Mount 
willing to lie inside his Vesuvius erupt:' Even quiet 
Stradivarius. Kochamowski was pumping 
The second piece, the Quartet away. 
in E flat major, opus 74, is nick- Their second movement was 
named the "Harp Quartet" for its Beethoven's brush with death, a 
pizzicato plucking. It was com- wall of sound. 
posed after Beethoven fled Napo- - By the time the third 
_ lean 's siege in Vienna arid conse- movement aros~. the four were 
quently, the music has a wierd, dding the same wave, their 
shadow-cast cry._ _voices were smoothed into one. 
The Concord's "harps" were The third movement was pre-
clear, especially Sokol's crystal cious; the sound welled up like 
notes, and the lovely pebbled piz- deep, glistening pools of opal. 
zicatos were like soft punjabi Kochanowski's viola was baby's 
sticks. breath. 
Occasionally, Sokol slid off Sokol said later, "You can play 
the deep end of his febrile inten- a Guernarius the way you want to 
sity and started to lose notes, and play it, but you play a Stradivar-
the tour had problems falling flat. ius the way it wants to be 
At times it was like watching played." In the third _movement 
four soloists play together. When of opus 132, Sokol and his ban-
they were finally in tune, their danna-cradled Strad ere at 
their fluid best, as transparent as 
Waterford crystal. 
In the fourth movement, the 
menuetto, the - Concord was 
swaying to the ebb and flow of a 
silver sea; their inner rhythms 
were in tune. 
During the fifth movement, the 
allegro apassionato, they had 
tonal problems, especially the 
viola. 
All four were sucb different 
muskians 'ihat it was like watch-
ing a potpourri of visual sound. -
SuKUi wa;:, LUt fii e-am.l-IJ11111:-:.tuue 
-1eader, a pulsating performer 
who could sustain a vibrato for 
long moments. 
His intensity was brUtal. He 
had no Galamian technique--his 
seesawing, jackhammer elbows 
slammed away any thought of 
- that. 
It seemed impossible that he 
was actually hitting the notes and 
he did double string a few. He is 
the most unfluid violinist you will 
probably ever see, but he is 
superb. His chomping at the bit 
would raise Beethoven from the 
deep peace of qeath; for Sokol is 
utterly ·alive. His is beautiful, 
heavy- violin. _ 
Jennings played a soft, second. 
violin as round as a memory of 
himself, as if he were molding 
himself like Pygmalion with a 
circular bow. He displayed clas-
sical Glamian technique, the 
springy turf of his wrists 
delphining in perfect figure 
eights. He says his 1723 
Stradivarius has "layers I'm not 
even aware of yet." 
Kochanowski 's gymnastic 
mouth twitched as his quickwit- · 
ted fingers flew over the viola. 
Regardless o1 how warped his 
face became, his wrists remained 
undaunted by the whole thing. 
His tones were occasionally 
shady, but he could draw a 
lyrical, siren's voice from his 
viola. 
Fischer was ~he changel~_ng 
The Concord String Quartet's cellist Fischer gives Beet-
hoven's mastery a fresh treatment. ,(Dave LaBianca photo) 
performer, first smiling, then 
raising his eyebrows in 
separation from his music, 
finally b9wing his J!!_e!Jow cello 
into smooth, smoky tones. 
--Fischer executed precision in the 
low registers of his 1702 Rom-
bauts. 
Sokol captured most of the at .. 
tention merely through his visual 
dynamics, but the Concord was 
above all, a-quartet. 
They may have been a hodge:. 
podge of styles, instruments and 
techniques, but their volumes 
swelled in the perfect synchrony 
only possible after hundreds of 
hours together. 
The Concord reminded us that 
Beethoven was no suffering Or-
pheus, but a bronzed, joking 
giant. They trilled in Beethoven'5 
sweet highs and dabbled in the 
scherzo surprises of his six-layer 
cakes. 
The Concord String Quartef .s 
attributes do not lie in striet 
technique, but with their drive 
and performance. While the Con-
cord's technique is not quite as 
mathematic.ally precise as that of 
the Tokoyo String Quartet's their 
technique is good enough to mak-e 
them one of the up-and-coming 
young quartets of the day. Their 
passion is awesome. They are de-
termined to grind· you into the 
earth--or drag you beliind them to 
the moonless cosmos of 
Beethoven. · · 
H 
_ WUNH-FM STEREO 91.:~ "FREE WAVES" oopwo1n.en _- - WEEKLYPROGRAMGUIDE -Pippin 
comes together. "Pippin•" 
remains a string of scenes, each 
with their highlights and flaws,, 










Jerry Jeff Walker, "Jerry Jeff" 
Cliff Richard, '.'Green Light" 
The Clash, "GM! 'em Enough Rope" 
Chick Corea, "Secret Agent" 
Starz, "Collesium Rock" 
Woody Herman Band, "Chick: Donald, Walter, and Woodrow" 
Rush, "Hemispheres" 
SPECIAL TY PROGRAMS THIS WEEK: 
HOOPWOMEN 
continued from page 19 TUESDAY 6-8p.m. 8-11 p.m. 
Evening Classical Concert 
Jazz with Gene Franceware 
and Cheryl Murtagh from 
Springfield College, and three 
freshmen, all from Massachu-
setts, Kathy Ladd, Kathy Mc 
Sweeney, ~nd Martha Morr.ison. 
WEDNESDAY 6-8p.m. Evening Classical Concert 
Three freshmen will probably 
play one junior varsity game 
before pJayfog varsity, beMarco 
said. They are Mary Brady, 
Ellen Dieckelman, and Jackie 
MacMullan. "Watch out for that 
one." DeMarco said excitedly of 
THURSDAY 
FRIDAY 
'11" MacMullan. Although she's SATURDAY 
nly played for one year. Mac-
Muiian has "rare raw talent. 
~he ·s gomg to be the biggest sur-
rise,,, DeMarco predicted. 
With two six-footers and a hand-
ful of 5'11 '' players, DeMarco 
said the team nas aoout average 
height--"good but not great size~ " 
Although the guards are rather 
short, DeMarco said the Wildcats 
can get away with the lack of 
height by subgituting speed. 
SUNDAY 
• DeMarco, in her second vear as 
UNH's women's basketball MONDAY 
coach, said she is more confident 
about this season than she was 
about last year's. The onlv 
questi.on now. she said i~Are we 







Topics with Terri Monmaney. Tonight, on 
topics, the first in a three part look at 1978, as 
the,end of the ''me'' decade. Topical interview 
on self-he1p, disco music, and much more. 
The blues show with Vinnie. 
Evening classical concert. Tonight, taped 
highlights of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, 
live in concert. ~ 
''.Expressions," Jazz with Matt Cegalis. 
Rock with Dave Peterson. 
Progressive hounds with music Director 
Steve Sauchelli. 
Sigh-on at 9 a.m. 
6:55 p.m. UNH Hockey vs. Cornell. WUNH will bring you 
all the action with Jack Edwards and Fred 
Carter. There will be no interruptions to dis-











Morningstar music. Christian progressive 
programming with Jonas Zollar and Chris 
Barry. 
Public Affairs w.ith Marc Strauss 
Free-form rock with Russ Dumont 
Traditional music with Jack Beard 
All-star jazz with Curt McKail 
King Biscuit !<"'lower Hour. Tonight, one hour-
ot uve music oy Meatloaf 
Oldies but Goodies Show. Tonight, Marshall 
will feature teenage tragedy songs for the 
second hour. Teenage Tragedy? 
Evening Classical Concert 
Bluegrass with Cuzin' Richard 
Special Feature--Steely Dan recorded live 
during their '72 Tour. Only live recording of 
Steely Dan available today. 
PIPPIN 
continued from page 12 
bawdy jokes, flowed and the ac-
tors displayed a distinct feeling 
for the comic timing needed to 
get the most humor and audience 
reaction from their lines, there 
were too often lulls in the action 
in which the storyline weakened 
and the energy level dropped. 
The production never - uite 
which fail to evoke a unifying 
theme. The producers have 
!leglected the melody of the play 
m favor of a few dazzling in-
dividual notes. 
Perhaps with more concen-
tration of a consistent quality of 
choreography, and on keeping 
the play at an even pace, the 
UNH Theater's "Pippin" would 












George Segal Jacqueline Bisset 
"WHO IS KILLING THE 
_GREAT CHEFS OF EUROPE?'' 
coming ... 
WOODY ALLEN'S 
" I " 
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ROOM & BOARD, 
continued from page 1 
a new Fire Station be built ln B 
parking lot. He said student 
parking-areas should be expan-
ded, not decreased in size. · 
"I think there should be more 
discussion," said Livermore. 
- "These are two things whi<;h are 
very much needed: a new fire 
station, and more parking on this 
campus." 
Livermore said yesterday he 
didn't think the issue has been 
discussed enough. "It's slipping 
right l>y people. Students are 
being shafted in parking now. 
The question is, is building the 
fire station there (in Blot) more 
important than parking? We need 
a trade-off," he said. 
Student Senator Randy Walker 
said the Parking Committe was 
planning to discuss t)le issue 
Tuesday . "It's not something 
that's being overlooked," said 
Walker. , ....... 
The Student Caucus also 
discussed the growing problem of 
violence in University residence 
halls. Livermore reported that-
Bianco has organized a commjt-
tee to study problems in the area 
of the University Judiciary 
Board. Toe committee will look 
at how to maintain discipline in 
residence halls, and will possibly 
set up a program to try to inform 
the Judiciary Board about 
student problems. 
In another Caucus matter, 
Student Body President Randy 
Schroeder urged student senators 
to ask other students to write 
their state , Representatives for 
support of the proposed Univer-
' 
cars for sale 
1970 VW Squareback, Auto Trans, Body & 
Engine Excellent Condition, no rust. $1300. 
Days862-1556, Nights659-5454. 12/5 
197:1 Tovota Corolla Wagon, new tires-good 
condition. $1000. 868-5999. Alison. 12/12 
1~9 Saab 96 Sedan. $400. 1168-5153. 12/5 
1972 l''OUD PINTO llunabouUJatchback. 4 
ftt'. Standar!f transmission. 28-30 mpg. $200 
l:all 659-2914 after 5 p.m. 12/8 · 
12 VW Squareback, automatic, Body good 
shape, new snow and regular tires. NeeQs.. 
valve Job, muffler & heater boxes. Still worth 
$800. Carol 659-2757. 12/5 
1972 Toyota Celka, std, runs beautifully, 
!11 000 miles but good for many more. Ex-
ce\Jent engine, transmission, brakes, some 
body rust, David 2-2761 during days. 12/19 
'f:f Mazda RX3 stationwagon. 69,oOO ·miles, 
AJ41FM radio, radial tires. R~hable tr~n­
'sportation, peP-PY ~Hormance, g~ main-
tenance reeoril. Gomg overseas. r>riced for 
quick sale, $850 1 negofiable >. 1168-9696, 12/8 
1968 VW AUTOMATIC-STICKSHIFT. Great 
car in snow. In excellent condition-well 
maintained. Receipts for all work done. 
Runs well body in good shape. Asking $900. 
Call after 6:30 p.m. 942-5929. 12/15 
1975 Blue Audi 4 dr. sedan; bucket seats, 
A.M. F.M. radio, automatic transmission, 
sun roof, new radials, 30,000 mis. $3800 or 
best offer. Call ~1!~862-~15. 1~~~5-_ 
197:1 PONTIAl' IA'l\IASS with 350-V8 re-
cently tuned and runs like a dream. Just 
inspeeted, snow tires on. $.500. Kate 2-1490 
1days> 926-2870 I nights and weekends 1.12/15 
197-i 1)4;);fa0: -i;,\1tf 45.ooo" miies: '3 s~ 
standard nnwersteerillJ!. miw tires. batfcrv, 
ii.!Jd l'Xhaust sysl<'m. Brand 1ww paint job: 
Call @-2001 t• Mws• srll 1211 .)_ . · .. _. 
~tt:Hn:n.:s sj~iti (-. . no Nit, eX(.~jfojj( 
shape. nms well, new radial11 and murrler. 
$1100 or b.o. 20'i-384-5962 after 5.12/ 12 
m1f•idMa.0iilli starnn. ilat~k. spoiiS 
model. manv extra V-6 5 s~'<I. Asking $3995. 
Call 664_:_7_7.~ or 742-97t:J. A5k for l':llen.12/5 
Jo'OR SAi~•; 1976 HOSDA 175 XI. 4.000 mi $400 
HONDA 12.5 SL 5,000 mi. MANY EXTRAS 
~2 Call Randy 1168-960'l B,EJo'ORE 9 p.m. 
'75 Datsun B-210 Sf'Clan. '76 engine with 30,000 
mi . AM-ft'M radio, great heafer, good cond. 
$1875. 868-2732 after Tl PM Keep Trying! 12/12 
1971 OU>Sl\IOBU.t: ""'H;)" CUTI.ASS. new 
radiator and snow tires, engine in very good 
condition. Asking $500 or best offer. Calf603-
659-5182. 12/15 . . - - -
for sale 
\\·oin.R'1{ 11 (;oos•:" 1,4,\\7:'\ fuli-length ·jac-
ket. Good condition but doesn't fit me. Blue. 
$60: call 862·2606. Ask for Mark.12/12 
j:·(ffi s:\u:: . one set of sno,\· li1:e5. size 
· H 78· l.~., bra_nd ~ew ~~t~o~~ ~~"'~}~ ~:· .. 
) 
sity ,budget. 
"If the budget isn't passed, it 
will mean tuition increases," s~id 
student Senator Ron Hasseltine. 
Schroeder explained -that -th~ 
University Board of Trustees is 
sending "a lump sum budget 
request to the state of $71 million. 
If they get less than what they're 
requesting, tuition will go up." 
Schroeder announced that Uni-
versity Chancellor Bruce Poulto 
will meet Thursday with UNH 
student 'state representatives, 
Students for the University 
System; and the Student Body 
President from all three cam-
puses mNH, Keene Sta~ and 
Plymouth. State). The meeting 
will deal with the "budget push" 
· of organizing a campaign in sup-
port of the proposed budget: 
The Caucus adopted a motion 
to form a University Budget 
'Commi_ttee, to monitor Univer-
sity spending. "I wonder how 
much anyone monitors the 
budget now," said student Sena-
tor Tom Myatt, author or -the 
motion. "It'll take a lot of work." 
He said the committee will sub-
mit its report by March 15, 1979. 
The Student Caucus also adop-
ted a motion to continue the 
meeting in the MUB Pub, where 
the meeting was adjourned. 
Spring Break Getaways 
FT. LAUDERDALE ... . .from $219 -
airfare, motel, and more ... 
BERMUDA.· .............. frortJ $199 
airfare, motel, college week activities 
*plus 15 percent tax and service 
~NIVERSlf'Y~R!V~L 
1~ J 35 main St. Tel. 868-5970 
"--1' Across from Post Offic f? 
ercut 
DmtwDShopplna Cm•. Darlwa,~. 
868-7363 





the musical comedy 
_ PlPPIN 
by Roger 0. Hirson 
and Stephen Schwartz 
directed by Carol A. Lucha 
December 4-9 at ,8 P.M. 
-Oecember 6 at 2 P.M. 
Johnson Theater 
Paul Creative Arts Center 
University 
of New Hampshire 
Durham, N.H. 







---acl&ssified ··ads-· -- / 
------------ t'EMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. 2nclsem, 
~·_n:.ltEO SAU~: ft'inest equipment-Moving· own bedroom, Kari-Van. Furnished apt. 
W~~t. must sell. ft'actory warrantied, less $102 50/ I h t d J t · 't N 
than 1 year old, flawlesslv maintained. Ken- · mo. Pus ea an e ec rici fi.' on-
wood KR 4070 Receiver: 40 Watts per. 0_1: smoker. May sublet whole apt. <un urnish-percent distortion list U20 sell $24U. BIC ed> for summer w/option for fall Call 
Manual or Multiple 940 with "Professional ~~r: 6· 749-3822· 1218 _ 
Standard" Stanton 681 EEE Cartridge, list WANTED: ONE, AND POSSIBLY TWO 
S210. sell $140. Infinity Systems Quantum roommates to share~rtment i·n Durham 
Series Model Qa lsotmd better than Ohm! 1 
Loudspeakers, J1st $350. sell $240. AU for next semester. Two rooms <four people>, 
$600. 742~249. 12/15 kitchen, living room. Carpeting ana panel-
t•i)1( si\1:f.::·uf;;\i) -xjt ~ 1 . ( ;0~1J>s . . - Ski~ ' 1::::~·ti~~~Ji!fi086s~L~11~ater incl. Great 
with Marker M4 bindings. Good condition 
used only a few times $100 or B.O. Also ROOMMATES NEEDED Jo'OR SEM. II 
ft,ender electric Guitar-Needs work $40. Wanted 2 female or 2 male roommates to 
Wayne 742-1485 or 868-2985.12/15 share a four-person farmhouse apt. Large 
livingroom, k1tch.en, full downstairs, bath-
x--=-i·i)UNTll\~~K'iK- -K.Ni<:issi.- ;-.SPlltif" room. Two double-sized bedrooms and up-
215 cm. bamboo poles, EMS 3-pin bindings, . stairs bathroom. All utilities included ex-
size 4~ hOOts. Excellent co.nditlon, cost $130 cept electricity. $97.50 each. Located on 
nt•w-a sleal at $90. Geoff. Hoom 213. Chris-' Route 108, Durham. Call 659-2052:- Ask for 
tensen, phone 2-1958.12/ 15 _De::-=b~o~r~C::..:.,h=.r=:is.:,:. 1=2/:..;:8~7:::::=='~~;;;:~~~ 
;.;en< si\i.i-: : 2- filii-:s-fo~i-: s~fow T•if•:s ~]=:1it~·EFJ~r~~~R~~r:~~o~g 
~~-J:.·::i: ply. Like new. $35 pair. Call 742-'. SEMESTER. Ideal location: right behind 
campus. Has efficienc~, refrigerator, car-
•·i»"1c. s,\i,t:: . 2 -si;~1i•1(ff · s~t)W -tiifi-:·s. pet. 868-9929. Apt. D-10.l /8 
12 x 600 1·1-'ils Toyota> $30 for pair. Call 659-. - _ __ _ _ f _O_ r rent-~- ---
2476 after 4 p._m.12/8 . 
TWO WORK-STUDY JOBS anticipated. for 
second semester. Clerk/Receptionist, DCE 
Academic Advising. $2.75 hour. One posi-
tion1 11 :00 am to 2 :00 pm, Monday through 
Jo'riaay. Second position, 2:00 to 5:00 pm, 
Monday through Jo'riday. Possible continu-
ation through summer. Apply immediately 
at Brook House, orcall 862-1548.H?/15 
llASU\'MAN WANTED-PART Tll\IE 20 h1·s. 
per wk. Working for an apartment complex. 
Duties will be general in nature. Call 431-
12ll.b.elwe..e11 t-and_§_p.m_,_Mon ... -Sjit.JUJ5 _ 
ili-:1.ti ' wi\siio:Y>':PAHT-TfatE°Si-~ 
through women bartenders. $3.50 plus ti~ . 
Will train. Call for app. 1-207-4:19-8754. Back-
Aft~~(l? _ 
MEN! WOMEN! JOBS - CRUISE SHIPS! 
FREIGHTERS! No experience. ftigh pay! 
See Europe, Hawaii, Australia, So. America . 
Winter, Summer! Send $3.50 to SEA WORLD 
C-32 Box 61035, Sact., Ca. 9582512/15 
Part-Time Help wanted- must be able to 
work 7 am-9:30am 5 days <Mon-Fri.> Must' 
have valid Drivers License. Job Consists of 
Selling Coffee-Donuts etc. in factory - Some 
Heavy Lifting involved - Call 742-29'l4 19:30-
llam) 12/15 / , 
f WST:Oitbench in Murkland Square Thurs. I 
11-2: a verv uoiaue one leruted. aluminum.: 
i photo mono pod, Must have to do photo work.) : 
. Heward. 742-5395.12/15 . 
·personals 
; ~Ol.E~ct; AND CRIME .. .IT INVOl.\"ES \'OU 
t Come fmd out what has been happening on 
campus and what you can do about it. Yues-
day, December 5. 8:00 pm in the Strafford 
. Room•of the MUB.12/5 
l\lcl.AUGlll.IN llAU..Should you or 
shouldn't you? Coirie find ou.t on Monda)' 
Dec. 4 7:00 P.M . m the Mam Lounge of 
McLaughlin! 12/5 
RJo:No Hkt:UHNS-J?ue to the rising tide of 
~omose~uaHtx on this campus, Reno is corn-
mg out of retirement with a new tag-team 
~rtner to resurrect the bedraggled banner 
~f heter<>!?ex,uality and relegate the offend-
1rsg pansies back into their closet. Anv 
hssome lasses desiring to ·avail themselves 
of this splendid opportunity for no-holds-
barred action should call 2-1298 and ask for 
Reno or Larrabee.12/5 
si't:Rf.:it ·n•:<·•:fv•:k X~•i•;:\I· <~o-st-;-i>it1) 
CR-too. Excellent condition. excellent for 
dorm. ONLY S:I0.00. Call 742-lillo9, ask for 
Jim . Keeptryin-. 12112 
Ir Marketing is your'bag I need You. I need a 
; TWO HOOMS t'OR R•:sT.Single or double. Marketing .Survey for a business. I would 
Kitchenette, carpeting. Utilities included. like to start. Make this a class ~roject or 1-
ldeal location in Durham. Strafford House. stu<fl and earn Money. WRITE: Surw~y. 
14 Strafford Ave. Apts. D-2:J. D-25. Contact P.O. Box 662, Durham, N.H. 0382412/19 
JoEllen 868-5094. Diana 1168-2:J96.12/15 · 
11~:\' ~•:inn·! WE~lissruffiWff·foun 
snide httle remarks. We haven't lost much 
"'.eight yet, but we're on our 114th salad 
diet. How about a couple of beers ariywavs? 
~aes~t. 1~j5at Scorp's Jo'riday at 9. Mama and 
si'Jo:REO SAU:: ft'inest equipment-Moving 
West, must sell. l''actory warra11tied, less 
than 1 year old, flawlessly maintained: 
Kenwood KR4070 Receiver, 40 Watts per 
O, 1 % distortion. list 320 sell $240 BIL Manual 
or Multiple 940 with "Professional Stan-
dard" Stanton 681 EEE Cartridge list 210, 
sell $140, lnfinitY. Systems Quantum Series 
Model Qa lsouni:I better than Ohm! 1 Loud-
speakers, list 350, Sell $2'W. All for $600. 742-
6249. 12/15 . 
t'l'ff·arm zig-zag st•wing mac:hinf'. Manv 
decorative stitches. Various attachments. 
Case. Like new. Just in time for X-mas 
giving. Kim. 862-2210 Davs or 749-2406 
evenings. 12/12 · 
Sid t:q~meat for Sale: Volkl 1-1•• 5kis with 
·Look Bindings, Heierling Boots tsize B> and 
Poles. Excellent Condition $100. C~ll Debby 
at 2-2455or1168-9711.12/5 
. J::U:t 'Tltll' T\'PE\\'IUl't:lt . for sale·: 
l}LIVE'M'l/L~TTERA 36. Good condition. 
Rart'I~· u."l'd . $125.00. 742-fi2·1!t.121;; 
SSC •W TiH •:s!. spt.{·ial • ·~·ctrU.,itya; - emii' 
pound for l>elter ice & snow traction. Con-
tinental Contact 165 sr 1:1 full tread-used 
les.." than 3.000 miles. $50. 7-12-6249.12/5 . 
Piano, nt•w Kohler & l'amobell console S995 
or make offer. Bassett bedroom set 4 pc.$500 
must sell 436-8248 evenings. 12/19 
- - ~~- --~~'-'--
rooinma tes 
Sfek room n•ar Durham lo stav in two 
· nights j>er week. Currentlv commuting frofl1I 
por·.lla!J<f. David Finkelhor:. lk!'-t'arch :SCfent-
rsl Socrolog~· Dept. 2-2761.12/8 
~i·1•d a rt;ll!alt• 'rooiniiiatt· ' 10 s hare' :1-bed-. 
1001!1 apt. m Newmarket. Own room. On 
Kar1 -':'an rout~. $'70/ mo. plus utilities. Jan.-
._A~~ - ~ ·~J amtlllllf. 659;250/:JU)) 
,\r-r: · •~on ·Rt:NT~f»"Fiil1~\~i ~ oiie-roomaiit. 
Kitchenette, carpetted. furnished. Ideal for 
one or two females. Available for second 
semester. Contact Molly or Allyson. 14 
Strafford Ave. Apt. D-24. 868-9!1'l9. 1215 
~ - -- . 
APT. •·oR RJo:NT at Stagecoach Annex-
Quiet rural atmosphere. I bedroom. lar~e 
'ii\'tng area.run-kitchen and rufly furms~d. 
$160 mo. plus utilities. Call Kevin al 942-
:1t.215afler II p.m.12/8 
3 Roo:\1 ~; .. ~j:·i(u:st·\' IU)!\l.:. enffrety 
renovated, excellent neighborhood, insu-. 
lated. no pets. securitv de'*'if' ano refer-. 
ences. ~frigerator included. $200 month 
• plus utilihes.,!12:7~.1_2/l · 
•• "T 
Apartmenl lmml'diatelv available 3 bed-
room near Kari-Van: tlover $300.00/monlh 
heal included. Term ol lease ~otiablf' . 
Damage De)>O!!it R~uired: Call Beth -




Garage space wanted for car during winter-
within walking distance of campus. Rent 
negotiable. Call 2-2098 or 868-9619 ask for 
Toni or Patti in 221 12112 
help wanted 
\\'iinli-sn·ny sTt.·nr-::\·i·s· r<>r "the ·renia i'il~ 
dcr of Semester I and for Semester 11 . $:! 
pt' r hour . Must inler\'iew for Semesler II 
.now, Set> Mur~· Wahl. Hood llot~t· .12/a . . 
Extra Hours earn you $500 per 1000, stuffing 
envelo~ with our circulars. For INFO: 
Writ!, S le S Ente~rise Dept. 105 P.O. Box 
ll~Jni~eto'!.!h_<! !_0~21_21_1_9 ___ _ 
· services 
00 YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING with-
out going shopping. Complete line or gifts 
from beilspreads to stereos. Competitive 
prices with many exclusive items not avail-
able elsewhere. All products top quality 
and unconditionally ~uaranteed. This year 
avoid the crowds. Call Rob 2-1619 or 868-
!1149,12/12 
ii EV "lit:O- AND l.ANf:\·: -1m<.~1c •>N. 
rock back!, rock up ... rock down. Scorp's 
HH next F r1day, too? Love vou lots A 
Hopeful Hetzelite. · · 
HUBBARD PRESENTS CASINO. CHUISE: 
Saturday, December 2, 8 PM Disco, Cards, 
Dancing Merriment. $2, proper dress. Raf-
fle-grana ~rize: dinner for two at New 
England Center. Tickets on sale Friday at 
Philbrook. 12/8 · · 
To the wild and crazyAZcllick who chased- · 
soccer players in Bermuda last spring with 
this tatr blonde fox who has an eye for sllort, 
three-leggesf Englishmen: may there be 
many more Cosmosl weells "in our future! 
Now you owe me a personal! Love, B.B. 12/8 
RABYSl'M'ER AVAii.ABLE: five )'.ears 
summer experience with children, available MIKE SOMEBODY WHO PLAYED . 
especiallY. in evenings. Call 868-9808. Ask ror GUITAR WITH ME AND BORROWED MY 
Karen.12/15 ' JONATHAN EDWARDS SONGBOOK: I 
need the rnu5ic back and I've lost your tel. 
TOP QUAl.IT\' T\'PING. 65 cents l)er ~ge. number. Give me a call at 659-6363 - Maria 
~~~~~~l~~i--~-7184. Straffor4 -"1=2/=5===.::.=:.::======::....;;;..__;;_ 
Plt.ot•t; .. s."IOSAI. n ·ri.N(i at its 'i>eSt by MADEJ\IOISt:1.u;·s SKI 'N' SCENT -IVE 
U BOOTH IS COMING Dec. 7th. Between 11 :00 mvers1ty Sey:retarial Associates. 'MleseS/ a:m . .11nd 3:~ on the top floor oUhe M.U.B. 
resum~ our. specialty: .JBM correcting Dick ilD ski .brochures and ·samples of 
Selectric. choice of stvle/p1tch. Competitive "Charlie" .and "Me" products . .,,or· further . · 
~~~~ for superior work. Call Diana 742-4858. mformahon, look for ~ters on canipu::. 
12/ . 
lost & f ouiid -
l''O.UND: small, tri-color female cat with 
white f~ and nose in Mlirkland Hall 
IUNH Campus> on Monday,. November-27. 
D_ays, 862...:_1313, Eves. 436-0864.12/15 
To iht' Dynamic · Du1>h•x 011 \'oung Dr~ 
I number 251 and their notorious neighoors in 
.lJ!IJ!l~-1:' !..8,,and yo~ J!lO ugly_.J~ffrey. "Hello 
Loves1 Just to let you know we're thinking of you a f as we move from cold beer and 
kahlua concoctions to warm ale and tea and 
crum~tt~. Watch out. We shall return! Love f ~/~ razmess, Alison and Katie - London LOST: ~IEN'S SILV..:H "BOX(·Aif'; 
style cham necklace. Great sentimental 
value, l,ost. 11/28. If found, please call 
Torrey-Christensen 903. 2-2255.1278 Lollipop~. Busch Rt>er, Homecoming, 
llO<ikt'J (.amt's, Happy Hours. llango,·ers; 
If an .. ·one lost a p~ of mil.tens in T-Hali W~ ve been there ana oack, aod then some ... 
on ll/2B/78 and can describe them call Miss .YOU lots. Thanks for the flowers . . The 
742_1064 for your mittens. 12/1 F;.ughsb Muffins. 12/5 ~ • ~ 
I l ,_ l : • \ 1 ") :_ ,_ , • 
PAGE FIFTEEN 
Caucus investigates ·aid Office 
FINANCIAL AID, 
continued from page 2 
Craig said he understands why 
a person is unhappy if the office 
can't provide what the person 
needs. He said, "I'd like to, but it 
just doesn't work that way." 
Craig stressed that when 
people come to him with a-com-
plaint, ''the overwhelming 
majority of the time it is because 
of unhappiness with policies. I 
don't think it's a shortcoming of 
the staff." 
In reference to Craig, Wald-
man said, "He's a specialist. He 
knows :::i lot :::i hont fpnpr:i 1 
regulations and has helped the 
University get federal aid." 
Craig emphasized the position 
of any institution's financial aid 
office, between the students and 
parents and the ·Federal Govern-
ment. Craig said, "The Federal 
Government is much more con-
cerned about fraud rather than 
increased services or respon-
siveness.'' 
"Unfortunately," said Craig, 
"the situation is only going to get 
worse. There's going to be more 
and more federal control, which 
is incompatible with immediate 
dPJivgry of ~grvicg :;it tho Univor 
sity level." 
Waldman has urged Student 
Caucus members to ask students 
if 'they are receiving adequate 
services from the Financial Ajd 
Office. "If students are having 
trouble we will conduct a survey, 
as objectively as possible, to find 
out students' attitudes," she said. 
Waldman said yesterday she 
doesn't want to go through with a 
survey until she finds out that 
there's a real need for it. "The 
point is that Caucus is supposed 
to find out why students are 
unhappy," said WaldmaJ:!. "I'm 
not ~urg thgrg i~ :;i solution," sho 
added. 
...................... ~ ..... ~1111':1'~~ . ,.._ , , , ; , ~ ~- h >· >· > •· > >· ) >- ) > ) ' ' • • I , ,. · I ) ' > > ·' 
, nstmas 
Crefts Pair 
oe·cember 7 _& 8, 1978 
10 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Granite State Room 
Memorial_ Unibn Bui ding 
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IF YOU Cf){Jt{) MATTCR.., REO-
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Tum.hleweeds 
by Jeff MacNelly 
·by Gary Trudeau 
I IA/ANT 7lJ KNOIAJ WHY, R&fJFEl<N ! . 
I IA/ANT 70 KNOW IA/HAT "11-tc 
Hell'5 IAl/1/JN6 WITH TH/5 Cf}(JN-
T!?I 7HAT PEOl'le LIKE THAT 
ARB !<ETURNEf) 10 PUBL/6 
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ACROSS 
1 Cancels a space 
flight 
7 Barnyard fowl 
12 ·Ending for stereo 
13 Gomer Pyle, for one 
14 Short rifle 
15 Metrical foot · 
17 Prefix: ear 
18 63-Across, for one 
20 Miss Davis _ 
21-0ne of a litter 
23 Mortise's mate 
25 Window part 
26 Mr. Howe 
.28 Go swiftly 
30 - Blanc 
31 Niki Lavda's sport 
33 Inveigles 
35 - lamp 
37 Wall Street term 
38 Gridiron play 
41 Closed 
45 Science room 
46 Celebrate 
48 Low land 
49 Wading bird - 13 Isolates 
51 Ship's crane 14 Kitchen utensil 
·53 Comfortable 16 William -
54 Sheds 19 As !IOon as 
56 Split 22 Contqminate 
58 Harem room 24 Studying need 
59 CB radio word 27 Show scorn 
61 Gives power to 29 Mah-jongg 
63 First n·ame. in- opera pieces 
64 Remedy 32 Injured 
65 Prefix: skin 34 lobster's limbs 
66 Ship sections 36 Jazzman.Fats ~. ~ 
DOWN 
1 Kitchen utensil 
2 Like some smokers 
3 Loot 
4 Part of BTU 
5 Intelligence test 
-pioneer 
6 -Play parts 
7 Slangy jail 
8' Sadat, for one 
9 Plumber's concern 
10 Formerly 
11 Maker of chocolate 
38 Worked ha rd 
39 City in Texas 
40 Pants maker 
42 Cosmetics substance 
43 Slippery ones 
44 French painter 
45 Body part 
47 Body parts 
50 Brenda -
52 Doctrine 
55 ·- milk 
57 Neck part 
60 Bu~iness course 
(abbr.) 




continued from page 1 
Thomas believes that "grades 
should be a secondary part of the 
student's overall experience. But 
we need some criteria for those 
people who want to continue their 
educat10na1 career. 1f we would 
reduce our average grade to a C 
we would probably knock otU 80 
percent of our students from 
graduate schools.'' 
Thomas said, "UNH is neither 
any worse nor any better. iii 
general, than other universities 
across the country.'' , · 
- However, Thomas said, "UNH, 
by paying attention to e;rade in-
flation, is kee_ping in tune with the 
rest of the country wi~h its con-
sciousness raising." 
Thomas said that last year the 
Academic ~nate and the Faculty -
Senate addressed the situation by 
reviewing the. grading system. 
and instituting an ad hoc .commit-
tee to focus in more depth on the 
issue this year. 
A(!cording to an article in this 
week's "Chronicle of Higher 
Education," a survey of the 
members of the Association of 
American Universities, done last . 
spring, found that plus-minus 
grading, which UNH uses, had no 
effect either way on grade in-
flation. , 
Thomas said that there are 
alternate :routes sucn as basing 
grades on a class' grade point 
average; but, it woulc(involve in-
creased paper work and the three 
percent incompletes would cause 
much confusion. 
As for this semester;· Thomas 
said, "It will be inte.resting to see 
how this year will go--you can 
never tell. My own suspicions 
would be that it won't be that 
much of a change;_ we'll probably 
stay at the sa~e level or less." 
WEDNESDAY DEC. (;) 
SPECTRUM 
JAZZ 
-THWRSDAY DEC. 7 
Bill Morrissey 
, Hit single "Live Free or Die" 
·Dec. 8-q 
RAINTREE 
~ \ . -- < 
: Skin' 
-V StayPlan 
SKI PASS & 
LODGING '18 95 per person per day, d.o. i c. 
- · tax. Note: Not 
effective Dec. 26 · 
- Jan. 1, 1979 and 
Feb. 16-25, 1979. 
A special midweek plan in· 
eluding an ALL-DAY SKI PASS 
TO GUNSTOCK, overnight 
lodging and use of all Margate 
facilities. Enjoy our 2 res-
taurants and night club with 
top bands. Heated indoor 
pool, whirlpool and sauna. Ski -
any day Monday through Fri-
day, lodging any day Sunday 
through Thursday. 
WRITE FOR 
FREE COLOR BROCHURE 
·.margate 
Rt. 3, Laconia, NH 
Tel: 1-800-258-0304 
-THE TUNE UP KIT.FOi YOUI CAI STEREO. 
IT'LL GIVE YOU A IETTq HIGH END. 
With a Scotch® Master III™ Cassette and 
a minor change in your recording routine, you 
can noticeably boost the highs you get from 
your car stereo. 
You see, our Master III Cassette was 
engineered for use with the ferri-chrome switch 
position on your c_assette recorder. Normally, 
you'd record and play back in this position, 
enjoying strong response across the entire 
freque1wy spectrum. , 
But most hi-fi buffs seem to agree 
it's the high frequency response in particular that 
adds the details to your sound and makes -
high fidelity truly high. And this high frequency 
response is especially critical in car cassette 
players. 
You can boost those highs simply by 
recording on a Master III ferri-chrome cassette 
in the normal switch position. Master III 
records with more highs than standard tapes, so 
you 'II be getting stronger highs on playback 
than wer.e really :th~re to begin with. 
Give it a try. You might just 
get hooked on the highs you get with a ~m 
Master III Cassette. ..:I._ ....... 
SCOTCH.IECOllDINGTAPE. 
THE TRUTH COMES OUT. 
I 
"Scotch" Brand Recording Tapes at discount prices. 
--
The Book Loft < u1>stairs >at Town and Campus 
fi ~t .\lam St.. Ihirham:-868-~m·tll 
i'·Joncla~·-Friday H-!•, Sat.unla)· H-5, Sunday 11-5 
l 1-i-, I-. t· • • L 
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" •• .All you really need is heart" 
URI basketball has gone big time. That was obv'ious Satur-
day night in Rhode Island's 103-72 demolition of the Wildcats. 
Keaney Gym in Kingston, RI, was packed to the rafters 
. with 5,388 rabid fans. Standing room was the only ticket 
- available _two hours before the game, and the lines were al-
ready forming to buy the valued ducats at two bucks a throw. 
The pep band, almost as large as the marching band that 
came to Durham for the UNH-URI-feotball-game last month, 
- did its thing loudly and often during the game, helping the fans 
on their march toward delirium. 
And then there "Were the R~mettes: . This: s:trins of lovelies:, 
URI's answer to the Texas Rangerettes of Cotton Bowl-fame, 
bumped, grinded and high kicked their ~ay into the hearts of 
the faithful with their halftime dance routines. 
But I digress. ~The point is that basketball is the reigning 
king in Rhode Island, and the young Wildcats held their own 
as best they could against the powerfiouse Rams. Their two 
second half comebacks got lost in the shuffle of URI' s power-
ful scoring attack. -
Making comebacks seems to be the standard modus 
operandi for the Wildcats-this season, something they rarely 
did during last year's 7-19 castastrophe. 
In their first win, over .Brown, the Wildcats found them-
selves behind late in the game, and mounted a charge capped 




Join the Lake Placid 
Winter Olympics 
• Great Christmas Gifts 
ORDER YOUR OLYMPIC 
T-SHIRT NOW . 
• Get your Grandmother one 
WITH 6-COLOR 
OLYMPIC LOGO , ______________ _ 
TWIN RIVER ENTERPRISES 
RIVER ROAD 
LAKE PLACID. NY. 12946 QUANT ITY 
SIZE AND ,,;: $5 95 ea 
QUANTITY SM MED L XL PLUS 75¢ 
~~~~~RENI I I I TOTA~:::~~NE: ---
NAME _______ ~·----------:---
ADDRESS _________________ _ 





Work Study students 
for the remainder of 
I Semester l and for 
1 Semester-II. $3.00 per 
hour·- Must interview 
for Semester II now. 
I - . . . 





seconds left to win the game. 
More of the same came last week, when the Cats came back 
from an 11-point deficit to beat Yale by eight. / 
After Saturday's game, co-captain Brendan VanDeventer 
reflected on the difference between this year's team and last 
year's in the context of th_e URI blowout. 
"Last year's team would have quit," he said. "This year's 
stayed right in there." 
The 1978 Wildcats are a young team--the youngest 
Division I team in the nation--but what they lack in exper-
ience, they m~.ke up in he,;lrl:. ( 
"This year, we've got a lot of young guys who want to 
win," VanDeventer said, "and there's a lot of character 
among the older guys. I don't think we'll let ourselves get 
down like last yeai:." 
Character. One of head coach Gerry Friel's biggest priorities 
is that his players have character. This year, it looks like they 
have it. ·Now the question is how far will-it take them? Natur-
ally, you th and inexperience will take their tolls, and the sche..: 
dule the Cats must face is one of the toughest a UNH basket-
ball team has ever played. . 
Still, the seed is there, waiting to flourish. Maybe ft won't 
win them a berth in the NIT, but like the song ~ys, " ... All "you 
really need is heart." These Cats have it. They've shown it 
already. 
.. 
Dial New York direct for 
national scores and features! 
Mon.-Fri . 8a.m .-5p .m . 
Sun.-Fri. Sp.m .-11 p .m. 
Sun.-Fri. 11 p .m . -8 a . m. 
~11 Day Sat. 

























contif]_ued from page 20 
F'inding themselves down by 35 
pmnts , when Williams scored 
seconds later, the Wildcats star-
ted to toughen up. They managed 
to loosen a few bolts in the URI 
oco r ing mac hine , at the same 
time blowing some of the dust off 
their own. 
With nine minutes remaining in 
the game, they had whittled ten 
points off Rhode Island's bulge, 
- 78-35, thanks mainly -to the 
production of the guard tandem 
of Keith Dickson and Pq,ul · 
Dufour. Dickson's 15 points left 
him fourth* in the game, second 
behind VanDeventer 's 20 for 
UNH. -
- Later heroics . by sophomore 
Dana Chapman' and freshman 
Mike Keeler went for naught as 
the Rams regained the uooer 
hand in the waning moments of 
the game. _ 
"I was very happy with the way 
we c'ame back in the second 
half," Friel said. "We came back 
and did some good things. The 
kids played a helluva second 
half." 
' The Rams had the crowd on its 
feet for much of the final three 
minutes of the game as they 
neared the 100-point mark . With 
the score 98-70, Derek Groomes 
went to the foul line for a one-and-
one to put URI over the top, but 
missed the first shot.. He 
redeemed himself soon after , 
when he emerged from a tuS"sle 
under his basket with the oall and . 
put it in for the lOOth and lOlst 
points, pushing the . fans to the 
brink of delirium with 1: 46 to 
play. . 
Kevin Whitting and UNH's 
Randy Kinzly traded hoops a fter 
rationality returned tb account 
for the final score. 
" We played them almost even 
in the second half ," said Van-
Deventer. " These guys really 
showed a lot the way they came 
back." 
The Wildcats missed seven of 
13 free throws in the second half , 
a point Friel was not pleased 
with. " Our foul shooting was poor 
in the second half," he said. " If 
we had made some of those one-
and-ones , the situation might 
have been different. " 
The Cats have too look ahead to , ' 
Thrusday nlght '-s game against 
Springfield and try to forget 
Saturday's shelling. "We've got 
to come back," Friel said , "and 
the job is twice as tough . When 
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RPI · p~wer play keys • Will 
HOCKEY 
continued fro'!1 page 20 
RPI went five-for-five in the 
power play category and also 
tallied once while shorthanded. 
"My number one thing is the 
short handed play," said Holt. " I 
thought we were better prepared. 
We had a reasonable first period 
and. a good second, but then we 
gave up a bad goal and it was all 
downhill." 
The bad goal came just 39 
seconds into the final stanza with 
UNH leading 6-5 on second period 
goals . by_,, Bob Francis <power 
play). Bruce Crowder and Jeff · 
Beanev. 
Terry Flanagan had failed to 
convert the rebound off a Ross 
Yantze-shot from the point allow-
ing RPI defenseman Jack 
·Colucci to pass up to Steve slack 
who sent captain Steve 
Stoyanovich down the left wing. 
Just over the UNH blueline, the 
6'2", 205 lb. junior drilled a slap 
shot to the fat side of the UNH net 
past goalie Ken Lornace <who 
made 24 saves on the night.) 
Following Stoyanovich 's goar, 
RPI scored six times in 16 minutes 
while UNH could muster only two 
more goals <one each from Frank · 
Roy and Beaney). 
. ''When their points got the 
puck," said Holt, "they went to 
the net. We tried to make another 
·play and it didn't work. That's 
my fault." 
"It just seemed like one of those 
games, " said senior Bruce Crow- • 
der. "We've got to get everyone 
to. skate. It's a team and nobody 
did their job. Another thing which 
hurt us was penalties," Crowder 
grimaces. " I should talk, I had 
four tonight." 
'Fhree of those penalties came 
all at once when in the third period 
Crodwer was given a triple-minor 
penajty, two minutes for high 
sticking and four for roughing. 
Though F'rank Roy was able to 
score to brmg the game to within 
one goal at 9-8, Stoyanovich coun-
tered once again to put the wraps 
on the Wildcats' scoring. 
To Normand, another problem 
lies in the team 's goals for the 
year. 
"We've got to set our priorities," 
said the left winger. "We're all 
talking about the <Boston) Garden 
and the playoffs before we even 
play a game." 
Yet, _put of the two and a half 
hour nightmare, Holt did say he 
was pleased with the "general 
play of the personnel.'' . 
' 'I would have loved to have 
gotten through with a win and cor-
rected the mistakes,'' said Holt. 
"We live and die with the way they 
(team) try and now we've got to 
give ourselves confidence in that 
aspect of play.'' 
"We made a lot of mistakes, 
also, " said Salfi . "I'm glad it's 
over and glad to get out of here 
with the win. We could easily 
have laid right down but we didn't. 
,.'(Goalie Ian) Harrison didn't 
haye a great night <29 saves, 
eight goals)," he continued, "but 
he did make some good saves." 
Salfi noted the loss of sophomore 
center F'rank Barth as hurting 
UNH. 
''He's a dangerous hockey play-
er, one of the best in the east," 
Salfi said. "You just can't have a 
kid like that out of thP Iin~up ... 
not.when you don 't have the depth 
like Harvard or Boston Univer-
sity." 
Barth sat out the game ~with a 
groin injury but is expect~d back 
for the Cornell encounter. : ~-
tee Chips: The ~iv~ powe~ 
play goals in five attempts by RPI 
makes the totals against UNH 
rather embarassing. Counting the 
Bowling Green trip, UNH oppo-
nents have converted on 13 of 16 
tries when enjoying a man advan-
. tage ... The Wildcats played before 
their first capacity crowd of the 
year Saturday (3800) ... the two 
exhibition games against the Swe-
dish team have been cancelled 
because several members of the 
team have been chosen to play on 
other national squads. 
'Everybody's excited': -DeMarco 
By Nancy Maculiewicz 
"Everybody's excited. " UNH 
women's basketball coach 
Cecelia · DeMarco smiled, and· 
with good reason. With the 
return of the top six players from 
last year's 14-4 team, and added . 
depth from freshmen and trans-
fers, UNH ceuld be' headed for 
its best season ever. 
Despite the six returnees, "We 
still don't have a veteran team," 
DeMarco noted. Co-captain and 
last year's leading scorer, Kathy 
Sanborn is the lone senior. Co-
captain Karen Bolton and Sue 
Duffy are juniors, and . Donna 
Couture, Patty .F'oster, and 
Sharon Zagorski are the three 
sophomores back from last 
year's team. 
"We won't be forced to play -
fr,eshmen this year,'' DeMarco 
said. "But we're still going to be 
young. It's great to think abm.~t 
next year, too." 
The young team will open its 
season tonight at Harvard .. Next 
Thursday they will host UMaine. 
Perhaps the biggest plus the 
team has this year, according fo 
Demarco, is its schedule. 
·'This is definitely the strongest 
schedule ever attempted by a 
UNH women's basketball team," 
said DeMarco. "This will 
probably be our most exciting 
season. Every game will be 
close. You're not going to see any 
more games won by twenty 
points. It will be less than ten 
points for sure.2.' 
DeMarco said the players 
would much rather play teams 
that have a reputation. "This will 
tell us just how far we've come. 
We're really trying to turn the 
corner this year. Now we've got 
to see if we're ready for it." 
Last year, the Cats ended their 
season with a 76-54 loss to 
Southern Connecticut in the 
Eastern Regional Tournament. 
"We were really fortunate to get 
into the . tournament," said 
schedule .. F'our new teams have 
been added--the University of 
Long Island, Central Connec-
ticut, Queens, and Dartmouth. 
Last Year, Queens was ranked 
tenth in the nation, and Southern 
Coonecticut, who UNH will play 
later in the season, was ranked 
fourteenth nationally. 
DeMarco. This year it will be 
even more difficult to secure a 
tournament spot as only eight 
teams, rather than sixteen, will 
compete in the regionals at North-
ea~tern University. 
But the Wildcats have a lot 
goirig for them.- "The real contri-
buting factor is that all our 
strengths are back,'' said 
DeMarco. "Our bench and depth 
were our weaknesses last year." 
Now DeMarco can't really say 
if her starting five are better than 
the.rest of the team. She is still 
experimenting with com-
binations· of players. Although 
she has a probable starting unit of 
four "the fifth player will vary, 
dep~nding on whom we're 
playing." . 
DeMarco will see the Harvard 
team play in a game this 
weekend before UNH travels to 
Cambridge Tuesday. Scouting 
teams before UNH meets _them 
will heJpDeMarco choose h~ fifth 
starter. ' 
The new varsity members are 
sophomore transfers Cindy 
Mulic'a from Washington State, 
HOOPWOMEN, pag~ 13 
Maine doWns UNH track squads 
By Gary Crossan , 
The Black Bears of UMaine had 
some bad tidings waiting for the 
UNH indoor track squads in 
Oroho Saturday as goth the men's 
and women's teams dropped 
their -opening meets of the 
season. -
Originally scheduled as a home 
meet the men's dual with Maine 
had to be shifted to the north 
country because the recently re-
surfaced Paul Sweet , Oval was 
not yet ready to withstand the on-
slaught of competition. The two 
week reconditioning period had 
closed - the track down com-
pletely, and according to coach 
John Copeland, the lack of prac-
tice facilities put a damper on the 
Wildcats team effort. 
"We haven't been able to do 
much technical work in the jumps 
and the <pole) vault," said 
Copeland. "In the track events, 
again the lack of interval work 
showed. They just haven't had 
the opportunity to get used to the 
speed." 
Women's head coach Jean 
Roberts echoed Copeland 's 
thoughts. "We haven't been able 
to get the amount of work we 
need <because of the new sur-
faee) ._It's just one of those things. 
Fm pieased that it has been resur- (541.12-43112 > to a pow~rfol UMaine 
.tacea though. " team that - last year had 
Lack of depth was the big detri- demolished the Wildcats by more 
ment to the men's efforts as the than 50 points. As with the men, 
-Black Bears jogged away with an both the lack of depth and of real 
easy 98-38 win. An early 8-1 lead individual stars killed the chance 
on the one-two finish of Alex for a close competitive effort as 
Miller ( 55 ' 31/4") and Ken Camp- the Wildcats won only four events. 
bell (54' 91!2") in the 35-pound UNH's outstanding hurdler 
weight throw was the only hint of 
competition from the Cats. Maine Mary Ellen Letvinchuck took her 
went on to take 12 of the specjalty, the 60 yards with a 
solid 8.8 seconds . .F'reshman 
remaining 1.5 events including Missy Collins set a Maine Field 
sw~eps of the shot put, pole· vault House and UNH school record in 
· and 2 mile. 
Still, / the Wildcats were not the quarter mile, squeezing un-
without a fair share of bright der the magic minute barrier 
spots . The two-mile relay team of with her 59.9.- The inile relaY. 
G team of Jane Boyle, Janet Cope, Peter Bergeron < 2: 03 ) •· reg Laurie Munson and CoUins at an-
Whi te < 1: 59.5) • Guy Stearns chor turned in a 4:20.8, also a 
(2:01) and "ironman" John 
Demers <1:55.3) set a new UNH UNHschoo1 record. Munson, with 
school record with an 8:00.5 a second in the two mile (11:33.4) 
and sophomore Lisa McMahon, 
clocking. Demers also took the second in the shot (37'7") also set 
600 with a quick early season school records for the Wildcats . . 
time of 1:12 .7. Stearns was / 
equally impressive in the mile Saturday, the men's team tra-
falling just short of Maine's X-C vels to West Point for a probable 
standout Pete Brigham tc pick up tri-meet with UConn or BU. Cope-
second in 4: 17 .6. · F'rank Keough land figures on taking only the 
was the Cats only other winner , stronger performers because of 
taking the 60 yd. dash in 6.5. . the high quality of competition. 
The women's team fared much The women travel to Harvard on 
better than their male counter- the same day for a dual with the 
parts, losing by a mere 11 points . -Crimson. _ _ _ . ·. _ -
,, 
RPI captain Don Boyd drops to his knees to block a Mike 
Waghorne slapshot as goalie Ian Harrison follows the action 
durmg Saturday's game. UNH lost, 12-8. <Dave LaBianca 
photo) 
Swbnworllen heat -(JM-ass; 
stay undefeated 
The UNH women'~ swimming won the 100 yard individual med-
team continued its winning ways ley; Margo Boch, the 50 yard but-
Saturday, sweeping UMass 92-39 terfly; and Panzik, Herskoviti, 
fo Amherst. The win boosted the Hoch, and Urban combined to win 
women's mark to 4-0 on the the 200 medley relay. 
season. · • In the diving eventr, despite 
The team's next meet is a home what Lowe called "po,>r offici-
encounter against Boston College a ting" and the absense ot a three-
Friday at 5 p.m. in Swasey Pool. meter board, Bonnie .lentsch 
''This will be our toughest managed a first and a second 
meet so far,'' said coach Carol place, and Karen Cropanese took 
Lowe. "It could go either way." a third. " 
The Wildcats had control of the Additional excitemen~for UNH 
UMass meet from start to -finish, was provided by Laura Hayes, 
although ·saturday's times were who had two outstanding finishes 
slower than in previous meets. in both the 50 and 100· yard breast-
Lowe attributed this to both an in- - stroke to just edge her opponent 
tense week of practice in prepar- for second place. 
ation for the BC meet and "hor- Lowe had praise for Lauri 
rendous facilities" at UMass. Schulte, who 'in addition to win-
Lowe, however, was "very ning the 100 yard freestyle, took 
pleased" with her team's perfor- second place in the 100 yard back-
mance. stroke, a race new to Schulte and 
Leading the charge for UNH co-cC;iptain Mira Dabrowski, who 
was Susie Urban, who after put in a "nice performance" in 
missing the last meet came back the 200 freestyle. 
strong to win two events: the 50 _ 
yard backstroke and the 50 yara "I'm most pleased with the 
freestyle. Also capturing ~o firsts stroi:ig, consisten~. swim11_1ing/' 
apiece were Sue Herskov1tz and co.ntmued. Lowe'. each g1;,l on 
· Susan Panzik. Kathryn Johnso~ this team 1s very important. 1 ' 
W oinen push string to 16 
with 4-3 win over Colby 
STREAK tage, scoring the only goal of the ' 
second period when Griffi th took 
a pass from Kathy Bryant in the 
goal came with just eleven corner and put a quick shot just 
seconds left on the clock. "Lee inside the post for a 3-1 lead. 
was looking for the chance to catch Bryant scored first in the third 
us in a bad match up, saw it, period for a 4-1 lead, picking up a 
and exploited it. That's when she rebound in front, and it looked 
gotber goals," said Mccurdy. like the women would roll but 
continued from page 20 
Colby opened the scoring early ~ those mixed-up match-ups oc-
in the game at 3: 09 when Sarah' cured and Johnson tallied twice. 
Bunnell netted a loose puck in Her first goal came when she 
front of UNH goalie Donna split the defense and cut in on 
Nystrom. Undaunted, the Wild- Nystrom · and shoveled a low 
cats came right back less than a backhander under Nystrom's 
minute later with Bryant getting . pads. Then before time expired, 
the first of her two goals on a low Johnson put in a wrist shot to the 
slapshot along the ice to the far far side past Nystrom's glove 
corner. hand. 
Daigle, a new member of the The women will be in for a 
team who played on the UNH tough game tomorrow when they 
volleyball squad. put the . Wild- - travel to Providence College for 
cats ahead to stay when she stuf~ an afternoon contest. 
fed home the rebound of a Gabby " If we win that game," said 
Haroules shot at 12:39. Haroules, Mccurdy, "It'll be a helluva win. 
a star in UNH field hockey, is also They 're pushing .. for a big crowd 
a new member of the team this and lots of publicity. If they get 
year. the crowd out dpwn there, we'll 
UNH continued their advan- give them one good show." 
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RPI downs Cats 
• 
ID 
By Lee Hunsaker 
Normally in a hockey game 
eight goals is plenty of points to 
win by. Such was not the case 
Saturday when RPI played three 
periods of hockey to UNH's two, 
and scooted out oi Snively Arena 
12-8 victors. 
The Wildcats now have a week 
to regroup before hosting Cornell 
on Saturday. The Big Red stand 
in a tie for third place with Brown 
in the ECAC's Division I with a 
2-1-0 ·record ( 6-3-0 overall) . To-
night, Cornell is hosting St. 
LaWitlll:t. • 
So._ what happened to UNH on 
Saturday? According- to the res-
pective coaches--Charlie Holt of 
UNH and Jim Salfi oLRPI--it was 
a combination of things. 
Salfi said it wasn 't the goal-
tending and it wasn't the defense. 
"We were playing four lines and 
they ( UNH) were playing three, ' ' 
he said. -
"Nobody (forwards) was com-
ing back and nobody (forwards) 
was-J>laying defense. I don't think 
12-8 
either team 's defense played bad-
ly, the forwards just weren't get-
ting back to help out." 
The seven goal outburst by RPI 
in the third period tied a record 
for the Engineers which is most 
goals in a game. The only other 
time RPI tallied more in one_per-
iod was a nine goal third period 
destruction of Vermont. 
From Holt's perspective, "it's 
kind of obvious. I thought we 
played pretty well except for our 
short~c,mded play which was hor-
rendous. 
"We were poor when they nad 
the power play," he continued, 
" and that me:rns all six of us." 
The game began well for the 
Wildcats when John Normand, 
after " five posts and six open 
nets'' in pre-season play, tipped a 
Mike Waghorn blast from the 
point to put UNH up, 1-0. 
N.ormand's power play goal 
(Engineer Joe Venner was out for 
elhowinP) w:ls onP of th .. ee for the 
Wildcats. 
HOCKEY, page 19 
the new hampshire 
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sp_ort.s RPI goaltender Ian Harrison kicks out a shot off the stick of UNH's Terry Flanagan during Sat-urday night's UNH loss. The Engineer's 5-for-5 scoring punch on the.power play was the key to 
the RPI victory. (Dave LaBianca photo) 
RamS buck cagers, 103-72 
By Tom Lynch 
-"They were just too awesome." 
That was how UNH basketball 
coach Gerry Friel described the 
URI Rams after they had blown 
his team out of Keaney Gym- in 
~Kingston Saturday night,J03-72. 
"They've got a ccommitment 
down here,' ' Friel went on . "When 
they get going, they 're -just too 
mucn. · . 
The Cats return to action Thurs-
day night in an 8 p.m-. encounter 
with Springfield College in Lund-
holm Gym. -
with six minutes gone in the first 
half, and up to that point, the 
teams had played almost on par 
with one another. After Van 
Deventer's free thrmv. however. 
the parity ended. 
UHi came up with ten unan-
swered points in the next three 
minutes to take a lead which they 
would never relinquish . 
See column, 
page 18 
What turned out to be a land- By the four-minute mark of the 
slide victory for the powerful half, the Rams had opened up a 
Rams sfarted out innocently 42-21 lead, much to the delight of 
enough. UNH co-captain Brendan - -the nearly 5400 fans in attendance. 
Van Deventer's three-point play ,, And if that weren't a deep enough 
pulled his Cats intQ a 14-14 tie hol.e for the Wildcats to try to dig 
themselves out of, the Rams 
finished the first 20 minutes with 
a 55-28 bulge. . 
URI made good use of its physi-
cal advantage, particularly under 
the boards where the Rams pulled 
down twice as many rebounds as 
did tre Cats Of)-8) _They also cap-
italized on -rn UNH turnovers in 
the first half. 
F'or the first five minutes of the 
second half, the enthusiastic pa-
trons were treated to much of the 
same Rhode Island domination. 
At 16: 10, URI co-captain John Nel-
son, who was to finish the game 
with 22 points, second only to Sly 
William's 36, hit a 15-foot jump 
shot to give his club a 69-36 lead. 
BASKETBALL page 18-
Icewomen win to extend streak 
B:v Gerry Miles 
_ The UNH- women's ice hockey 
team is still unbeaten having en-
. tered its second season with a 4-3 
win over Colby last _Friday in 
Maine. 
Sophomore Kathy tlryant 1ea 
the women with two goals while 
Yvette Daigle and co-captain 
Gail Griffith each scored once. 
Unlike the previous season, 
when fi rst year coach Russ Mc-
curdy had said of their unbeaten 
year, "The chemistry of this kind 
of thing only comes along once in 
a while," Mccurdy said that, "we 
had a big territorrial edge over 
them m NH outshot Colby 48-10 , 
but we lacked the experience and 
didn't capitalize on all our oppor-
tunities ." 
But the situation isn't all th9t 
bleak, as Mccurdy has noticed a 
few things being done better than 
they ~ere last year. "I WqS im-
pressed by the way we broke the 
puck out of our own zone,'' he 
said. 
"I'm really glad about that. 
Also, our shots from the point are 
much better.·' UNH had fourteen 
shots alone from both points. 
Again, the main drive behind 
Colby's attack was Lee J~hnson . 
Johnson, who skates and shoots 
better than some men, scored two -
third period goals to bring the 
Mules within one, but that last 
STREAK, page 19 
Wildcats Yvette Daigle and Wendy Larson celebrate art-;r 
Daigle stuffed the puck under Colby"'s Pam Woods and goahe 
Stephanie Vrattos to put UNH up 2-1. <Lee Hunsaker photo) 
With fans like these ••. 
As much as I want to say it, UNH's loss to RPI was not 
the only disturbi!'lg aspect of Sat_urc!?v's game. 
Granted, 12-8 is by no means a measure of good hockey. 
But 12-8 is not the whole season and certainly not cause for 
the actions of several fans and the heckling of UNH goalie, 
Ken Lorance. 
The specific incident, however, that boJhers me occurred 
in the first period of the game. UNH's Mike Waghorne and 
RPI's Pete DeCenzo were given minor penalties-at 17:50. As 
has been the recent tradition at Snively Arena, a crowd of 
regulars sitting behind the team benches began to taunt both 
officials and DeCenzo. -
Someone in the crowd threw a cookie and two crumpled 
cups at DeCenzo. Enraged, and rightfully so at this insult, 
DeCenzo wheeled around in the box, broke his stick and 
waved it menacingly at -the stands. The reta.liation provoked 
more disruption and led to similar outbursts in the game. 
This ugly scene, unfortunately, is not unc_ommon at 
Snively. In the past three years I've witnessed a dramatic 
and disheartening change in the behavior and character of 
UNH hockey fans. 
There was a time when banners were hung from Snively's 
rafters and clean chants were bellowed. But now, some fans, 
particularly those behind the team benches, prefer to delight 
themselves by chanti-ng obscenities and harrassing opposing 
team members and personnel. 
It's disgusting. 
"The fans were great except for those 25 (sitting behind 
the team benches)," said Jim Salfi, RPI coach. '_'My young 
son wanted to come to UNH until tonight. "They're wrecking 
it for the r est. 
"The problem is, people won't remember the rest of the 
people who enjoyed the game, only those 25. It took us 
seven years to get rid of it at RPI. I think the administration 
should do something about it." _ 
Salfi is right. Fans at other aren-as don' t lower themselves 
by outward-displays of ignorance towards players and the 
game. There is a time for showing displeasure with a situa-
tion - it's called booing, not "Bullshi t.'" 
Other fans don"t humiliate their own players with Bronx 
cheers. Because it's done-at the Boston Garden isn't an ex-
cuse. It's a display of poor sportmanship, plain and simple. 
The actions are deplorable and must not continue. The-
way such "fans" reacted to UNH's loss shows only their 
ignorance towards the finer points of the game. Six members 
are responsible for a goal scored against them, not one goal-
tender. Any coach will tell you that. 
Hockey, like any sport, is _exciting and fun to watcn. It is 
not a forum for degenerates. What happens now is up to 
those few who ruined it for everyone else Saturday night. 
